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ABSTRACT 
 
Physical functioning includes mobility, muscle strength and physical activity. Physical 
activity is associated with mobility and muscle strength. Physical functioning of older 
people can be complicated by lifelong physical inactivity. Interventions to improve or 
maintain physical functioning of older people are needed. 
The aim of this study was to investigate the associations of physical activity and the 
effects of individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention on physical 
functioning and mortality among community- ȱȱȱǃȱŝśȱ¢ǯ This study 
was focused on the associations between mid-life physical activity and old age mobility, 
and the level of physical activity. Also the effects of individually tailored comprehensive 
geriatric intervention on mobility, muscle strength and all-cause mortality, and the risk 
factors for all-cause mortality were investigated. 
The data used in this study were derived from the Geriatric Multidisciplinary Strategy 
for the Good Care of the Elderly (GeMS) study. GeMS was a population-based randomized 
intervention study carried out in the city of Kuopio, Finland, from 2004 to 2007. The 
participants in the GeMS study (n=1,000) were randomized into intervention (n=500) and 
control groups (n=500). In total, 700 community-dwelling participants were included in this 
study. The participants in the intervention group received individually tailored 
comprehensive geriatric intervention including comprehensive geriatric assessment, 
physical activity, nutritional, health counseling, oral health and eye health interventions. 
The participants in the control group did not receive any interventions but took part in 
annual interviews and measurements. 
A physically active lifestyle in mid-life was associated with better mobility in old age. 
Those participants who had been physically active at mid-life were more likely to be able to 
walk outdoors and 400-meters independently in old age. At baseline, physically active 
participants in the intervention and control groups found physical activity more important 
than physically inactive participants. The intervention had positive effect on physical 
activity among participants in the intervention group compared to control group. The 
intervention also had positive effects on mobility and muscle strength; 400-meter walking 
ability was maintained among pre-frail and frail older people and the chair rise capacity 
improved in physically active women. Low grip strength was not independently associated 
with the 5-year mortality. 
In conclusion, mid-life physical activity has a great impact on physical functioning in old 
age. The individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention had positive effects on 
physical functioning. Interventions should be targeted especially at pre-frail and frail and 
inactive older people. 
 
National Library of Medicine Classification: QT 256, WE 500, WT 30, WT 100 
Medical Subject Headings: Aged; Finland; Frail Elderly; Geriatric Assessment; Intervention Studies; Life Style; 
Muscle Strength; Physical Endurance; Physical Fitness; Walking  
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TIIVISTELMÄ 
 
Fyysisellä toimintakyvyllä tarkoitetaan tässä väitöskirjatutkimuksessa liikkumiskykyä, 
lihasvoimaa ja liikunta-aktiivisuutta. Liikunta-aktiivisuus on yhteydessä sekä liikkumis-
kykyyn että lihasvoimaan. Iäkkään ihmisen fyysinen toimintakyky voi vaarantua vähäisen 
elinikäisen liikkumisen seurauksena. Interventiot, joilla pyritään ylläpitämään tai paran-
tamaan iäkkään ihmisen fyysistä toimintakykyä, ovat tarpeen. 
Väitöskirjan tavoitteena oli tutkia kotona asuvien ǃȱŝś-vuotiaiden henkilöiden liikunta-
aktiivisuuteen yhteydessä olevia tekijöitä ja yksilöllisesti räätälöidyn laaja-alaisen geriat-
risen intervention vaikutuksia fyysiseen toimintakykyyn ja kuolleisuuteen. Tutkimuksessa 
selvitettiin keski-iän liikunta-aktiivisuuden ja vanhuuden liikkumiskyvyn yhteyttä sekä 
liikunta-aktiivisuuden määrää. Lisäksi tutkittiin intervention vaikutuksia liikkumiskykyyn, 
lihasvoimaan ja kuolleisuuteen sekä kuolleisuuden riskitekijöitä. 
Väitöskirjassa käytetty aineisto oli Ikääntyneiden Hyvän Hoidon Strategia (HHS) -inter-
ventiotutkimuksesta, joka on Kuopiossa vuosina 2004 - 2007 tehty väestöpohjainen satun-
naistettu interventiotutkimus. Tutkimukseen osallistujat (n=1000) satunnaistettiin inter-
ventio- (n=500) ja kontrolliryhmiin (n=500). Tähän väitöskirjatutkimukseen otettiin mukaan 
yhteensä 700 kotona asuvaa osallistujaa. Interventioryhmäläisille räätälöitiin yksilöllinen 
laaja-alainen geriatrinen interventio, joka sisälsi laaja-alaisen geriatrisen arvioinnin, 
liikunta-, ravitsemus-, terveysneuvonta-, suunterveys- ja silmien terveysinterventioita. 
Kontrolliryhmäläiset osallistuivat ainoastaan vuosittaisiin haastatteluihin ja mittauksiin. 
Liikunta-aktiivisuus keski-iässä oli yhteydessä parempaan liikkumiskykyyn iäkkäänä. 
Osallistujat, jotka olivat olleet keski-ikäisinä liikunnallisesti aktiivisia, pystyivät inaktiivisia 
todennäköisemmin kävelemään ulkona ja 400 metrin matkan itsenäisesti. Tutkimuksen 
alussa liikunnallisesti aktiiviset osallistujat kokivat liikunnan tärkeämpänä kuin inaktiiviset 
osallistujat. Interventiolla oli positiivinen vaikutus interventioryhmäläisten liikunta-aktiivi-
suuteen verrattuna kontrolliryhmäläisiin. Lisäksi interventiolla oli positiivisia vaikutuksia 
liikkumiskykyyn ja lihasvoimaan; 400 metrin itsenäinen kävelykyky säilyi osallistujilla, 
joilla oli joko hauraus-raihnaus-oireyhtymä (HRO) tai sen esiaste ja tuolilta ylösnousu-
kapasiteetti parani liikunnallisesti aktiivisilla naisilla. Puristusvoimalla ei ollut itsenäistä 
yhteyttä 5-vuotiskuolleisuuteen. 
Yhteenvetona voidaan todeta, että keski-iän liikunta-aktiivisuudella on suuri vaikutus 
iäkkäiden ihmisten fyysiseen toimintakykyyn. Yksilöllisesti räätälöidyllä laaja-alaisella 
geriatrisella interventiolla voidaan auttaa iäkkäitä ihmisiä ylläpitämään fyysistä toiminta-
kykyään. Interventiot tulisikin kohdentaa erityisesti heille, jotka ovat inaktiiveja tai joilla on 
HRO tai sen esiaste. 
 
Yleinen Suomalainen asiasanasto: fyysinen aktiivisuus; fyysinen toimintakyky; ikääntyneet¸ toimintakyky – 
arviointi 
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The way up to the top of the mountain is 
always longer than you think.  
Don’t fool yourself, the moment will 
arrive when what seemed so near  
is still very far.  
But since you were prepared to go 
beyond, this is not really a problem. 
(Paolo Coelho) 
 
To my dear family 
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 1  Introduction 
Older people are a heterogeneous group of people with different aims, interests and habits, 
such as they have been through their lifetime. In the future, the number of older people will 
rise, the increase being even greater in developing countries than in developed countries. 
At the end of 2012 were almost 453,000 people aged ǃȱ ŝśȱ ¢ȱ in Finland (Statistics 
Finland) and it is predicted that in year 2030 the number will be about 850,000.  
In this study physical functioning includes mobility, muscle strength and physical 
activity. The components of physical functioning are associated with each other, muscle 
strength is a necessary prerequisite for mobility, and physical activity is related to both of 
them. The ability to remain mobile is an essential aspect of quality of life (Savino et al. 
2014), and good mobility protects independence in activities of daily living and living in the 
community (Simonsick et al. 2005).  
Ageing affects physical functioning in all older people, but the rate at which this 
happens varies individually between persons. Declining muscle strength and power 
(Manini & Clark 2012), increasing stiffness in connective tissues, declining 
cardiorespiratory fitness (Cheitlin 2003) and degeneration of the nervous system (Lexell 
1997) partly explain the age-related declines in physical functioning. However, regular 
physical activity has the power to reduce this decline of physical functioning (Patel et al. 
2006, Liu-Ambrose et al. 2010a). Unfortunately, the importance of physical activity is often 
undervalued and underappreciated by professionals and citizens (Blair 2009). This was 
seen also in the Finnish Health 2011 survey (Mäkinen et al. 2012), which showed that 
approximately 50% of older women and 40% of older men were inactive. However, there is 
a lack of knowledge regarding the optimal level of physical activity, and the type of 
intervention which would be the most effective to improve or maintain physical 
functioning of older people. 
Populations around the world are rapidly ageing and the principal aim is to support the 
independence of older people and allow the majority of them to live in private households. 
This is also an important aim in the Finnish Act on Care Services for Older People (Finlex 
980/2012). In Finland this aim is possible to achieve, and already at the end of the year 2012 
94% of the people aged 75–84 years were community-dwelling. It has been suggested that 
living at home also means that older people are spending more time inside the home or in 
its immediate surroundings (Rantanen et al. 2012a). According to the previous study, this 
constricted living environment of older people posed a challenge to make sure that those 
who are at greater risk of disability have the possibility to maintain their physical 
functioning at a high enough level so as to be able to walk outdoors, for example (Clarke & 
Niewenhuijsen 2009). 
Mobility impairments often start with so-called preclinical signs, almost unnoticeably 
slowing down mobility performance (Mänty et al. 2007). This often becomes visible after an 
acute illness, chronic disease or injury. This pathway will proceed from impairment to 
functional limitation and disability (Verbrugge & Jette 1994) and finally to the need for help 
and an increased risk for institutionalization (Onder et al. 2005). Preventive interventions 
may be a successful way of avoiding this progression of disability. 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the associations of physical activity and the 
effects of the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention on physical 
functioning and mortality among community-dwellinȱȱȱǃȱŝśȱ¢ǯ 
 
1  
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2  Review of the Literature 
2.1 PHYSICAL FUNCTIONING IN OLD AGE 
2.1.1 Definition 
The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) by the World 
Health Organization (WHO) defines functioning as an umbrella term which covers the 
physiological functions of the body system (body functions), the execution of a task or 
action by people and involvement in a life situation (activities and participation), and 
influencing environmental and personal factors (WHO 2001). Physical functioning is 
defined in this study as including mobility as activities and participation, and muscle 
strength as body functions, and physical activity as personal factors.  
The components of physical functioning are associated with each other, muscle strength 
is a necessary prerequisite for mobility, and physical activity is related to both of them. 
Also, the most important consequence of the loss of physical functioning is the onset of 
functional limitations and disability (Clark & Manini 2010). Especially among older people 
the disablement process model offers a theoretical pathway of understanding disability 
(Figure 1, Verbrugge & Jette 1994, Guralnik & Ferrucci 2009, Jacobs et al. 2012, Rantakokko 
et al. 2013). In older people disability usually develops over time, and the disablement 
process model describes the interaction between different points in this pathway (Guralnik 
& Ferrucci 2009, Clark & Manini 2010), and the model is therefore used in this study as a 
theoretical background. The disablement process model operationalizes the different 
phases of disability; for example, decreased muscle strength (impairment) will lead to 
decreased mobility (functional limitation) and to problems in ADL performance (disability) 
(Verbrugge & Jette 1994). In addition, this process is influenced by the individual’s health 
situation, physical activity, rehabilitation and use of assistive mobility devices. 
 
 
Figure 1. The disablement process, modified according to Verbrugge & Jette 1994 (based on the 
model by Nagi 1976) 
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2.1.2 Physical activity 
Physical activity is usually defined as any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles 
that requires energy expenditure – including activities undertaken while working, playing, 
carrying out household chores, travelling, and engaging in recreational pursuits (WHO 
2014). Some researchers define only moderate and vigorous level of physical activity as 
active behavior (Nelson et al. 2007, O’donovan et al. 2010), which means regular physical 
activity that causes shortness of breath and sweating one to two times a week at minimum 
(Grimby 1986). According to Pate et al. (2008), light physical activity is close to inactive 
behavior, but is a distinct activity construct and includes activities such as slow walking.  
Sedentary behavior can be defined as any waking behavior characterized by an energy 
expenditure ǂ 1.5 Metabolic Equivalents while in a sitting or reclining posture. Term 
inactivity describes those who are performing insufficient amounts of level of moderate- to 
vigorous-intensity physical activity. (Sedentary Behaviour Research Network 2012.) 
The level of physical activity is associated with mobility and muscle strength (Rantanen 
et al. 1997, Newman et al. 2003b, Gauchard et al. 2003, Rianon et al. 2012). A higher level of 
physical activity is associated to faster walking speed (Newman et al. 2003b, Patel et al. 
2006, Chang et al. 2013), better muscle power (Gauchard et al. 2003), and better 
performance in mobility tasks (Shah et al. 2012, Visser et al. 2002). On the other hand, the 
physical inactivity is related to functional limitations (Capodaglio et al. 2007, Dodge et al. 
2008, Wannamethee et al. 2005, McDermott et al. 2011). In addition, greater overall sitting 
time is associated with reduced muscle mass and an increased risk of sarcopenia, 
independent of physical activity (Gianoudis et al. 2014).  
2.1.3 Mobility 
Mobility is defined as the ability to walk and move independently or with using an 
assistive device inside and outside one’s home (Shumway-Cook & Woollacott 1995, Webber 
et al. 2010). Mobility is optimal when people are able to safely and reliably go where they 
want to go, when they want to go, and how they want to get there (Satariano et al. 2012). In 
this study, mobility includes walking, sit-to-stand performance and transfers from one 
position to another. 
Walking is defined as a complex movement which involves the entire body and therefore 
requires the coordination of many muscles and joints (Shumway-Cook & Woollacott 1995). 
Normal walking is bipedal walking where the limbs move in a symmetrical alternating 
relationship and the stance and swing phases of the step cycle follow each other fluently 
(Shumway-Cook & Woollacott 1995). Two of the most immediate prerequisites for walking 
are lower extremity muscle strength and postural balance to generate movement and to 
maintain a balanced upright position while walking (Rantanen et al. 1999a).  
Sit-to-stand performance is an important activity of daily living (ADL) and has been 
divided into four different phases: weight shift, lift of the body, extension and stabilization 
(Shumway-Cook & Woollacott 1995). Sit-to-stand performance requires sufficient lower 
extremity muscle power and postural balance. Postural balance during movement is not 
just the ability to recover from instability, but also the ability to anticipate and move in 
ways that will help people avoid instability (Shumway-Cook & Woollacott 1995). The 
maintenance of postural balance is based on the integration of visual, proprioceptive and 
vestibular systems (Peterka 2002). This integration is necessary to continuously adjust the 
body to a changing environment (Krampe & Smolders 2014). 
Transfers represent an important aspect of independent mobility and can be defined as 
changes in position, for example moving from sitting to standing to walking (Shumway-
Cook & Woollacott 1995).  
Mobility skills are important for older people. Mobility ability supports the maintenance 
of autonomy, independence in instrumental activities of daily living (IADL) and living in 
the community, e.g. making possible to participate in meaningful social, cultural and 
physical activities (Newman et al. 2003a, Simonsick et al. 2005, Rantanen 2013). Changes in 
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mobility or in the way of doing mobility tasks can be a sign of the early stage of evolving 
impairment (termed preclinical) or functional limitation (Mänty et al. 2007). People usually 
cope with declining mobility by staying active and making changes in their way or 
frequency of doing tasks, thus avoiding manifestations of difficulties (Rantanen 2013). This 
can be explained by selective optimization with compensation strategy, when older people 
can maintain the effectiveness of performance by decreasing the functional area and by 
concentrating on only necessary and especially meaningful performances (Baltes & Lang 
1997, Grove et al. 2009). In addition, older people can compensate one physical impairment 
with good capacity of another body system, but when people have many impairments at 
the same time, compensation is not possible, and the situation becomes more dangerous for 
their mobility (Rantanen et al. 1999a). 
2.1.4 Muscle strength 
Muscle strength can by defined as the maximal amount of force that can be produced 
voluntarily (Clark & Manini 2010, Sakari-Rantala 2003) by different types of muscle 
contraction. Motor activities in everyday life, such as walking, include coupled eccentric-
concentric muscle contractions.  The contraction requires the interaction between the force 
generated by the muscle and the load against which the muscle is “attempting to shorten” 
that result in either a shortening (eccentric), an isometric, or a lengthening (concentric) 
contraction (Faulkner 2003). Muscles’ ability to produce force depends on the combination 
of “neural” and “muscular” factors, for example on the size of the muscle and the efficacy 
of neural regulation (Clark & Manini 2010, Lexell et al. 1988). 
Muscle power, also referred to as speed-strength, reflects the ability to generate as much 
force as possible at the highest possible velocity (Harridge et al. 1999, Barbat-Artigas 2012, 
Bean et al. 2010). Muscle power is needed for good postural control (Horlings et al. 2008, 
Djaldetti et al. 2006) e.g. to allow change of position and prevent a fall after a tumble. 
Muscle strength is highly correlated with mobility (Salem et al. 2000, Corrigan & 
Bohannon 2001, Lauretani et al. 2003, Ostchega et al. 2004, Tiedemann et al. 2005, Stevens et 
al. 2012) and identifies people at risk of functional limitation (Sallinen et al. 2010, Taekema 
et al. 2010, Giampaoli et al. 1999, Takata et al. 2008). In addition, muscle power correlates 
with mobility (Lauretani et al. 2003, Cuoco et al. 2004, Hanson et al. 2009) and performance 
in the ADL (Gauchard et al. 2003). The association between muscle strength and mobility is 
not linear; muscle strength needs to be above a certain minimum in order for the 
performance to be possible at all (Rantanen et al. 1999b). However, above this minimum, 
increasing muscle strength improves task performance only until the reserve capacity 
threshold of muscle strength is reached (Rantakokko et al. 2013). 
2.1.5 Mortality 
Low physical functioning is associated with increased mortality in older populations 
(Hirsch et al. 2012, Portegijs et al. 2007, Ling et al. 2010, Newman et al. 2006b, Cooper et al. 
2010, Cesari et al. 2008, Hirvensalo et al. 2000a). The time and ability to walk 400-meters (m) 
in older men and women (Newman et al. 2006a, Vestergaard et al. 2009) and poor balance 
performance in older women (Blain et al. 2010) are associated with mortality. Previous 
studies suggest that the association between mortality and functional limitations is stronger 
for older men (Rantanen et al. 2012, Takata et al. 2012, Gale et al. 2007, De Buyser et al. 
2013) than for women (Takata et al. 2012, Gale et al. 2007, Rolland et al. 2006, Blain et al. 
2010) after adjusting for potential underlying factors. 
Poor grip strength is shown to be a predictor of all-cause mortality in older people (Ling 
et al. 2010), and mid-life grip strength was found to predict long-term total mortality 
(Rantanen et al. 2003). On the other hand, good grip strength predicts longer survival and 
better performance in mobility tasks (Wilcox et al. 2006). The underlying mechanisms 
between muscle strength and mortality is not clear, i.e. whether the relation is direct or 
whether muscular strength is a surrogate marker of other underlying risk factors for 
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mortality (Ling et al. 2010). Both grip and knee extension strength measured at the baseline 
of the study was greater among those older people who lived longer than those who died 
earlier (Takata et al. 2012). Poor muscle strength could be a risk factor for diseases and high 
strength may indicate a reserve of muscle mass (Rantanen et al. 2003). Also, higher rates of 
change in mobility and grip strength may reflect underlying nervous system pathology that 
increases the risk of generalized disability and death (Hirsch et al. 2012).  
Higher physical activity level is associated with lower mortality risk in healthy older 
people (Stessman et al. 2009, Balboa-Castillo et al. 2011, Portegijs et al. 2007, Äijö et al. 2002) 
and also in older people with cardiac disease (Äijö et al. 2011, Steffen-Batey et al. 2000, 
Rockhill et al. 2001). In addition, physical activity may compensate for the increased risk of 
mortality among older people with poorer muscle strength or mobility impairments 
(Portegijs et al. 2007, Hirvensalo et al. 2000). However, sedentary behaviour is a risk factor 
for mortality independent of moderate to vigorous physical activity (Koster et al. 2012). 
Physical inactivity is also associated with increased risk of death (Waller et al. 2010, Koster 
et al. 2012). 
2.2 DETERMINANTS OF PHYSICAL FUNCTIONING IN OLD AGE  
2.2.1 Ageing  
Ageing affects the physiological functions which are important to produce and control 
movements. Age-related changes in body organs occur in everyone, but not necessarily at 
the same rate. One essential part are the changes in connective tissues, mainly via 
decreasing elasticity and increasing stiffness (Cheitlin 2003). In addition, one factor that has 
a great impact on physical functioning in older people is dynapenia, which can be defined 
as the age-related loss of muscle strength and power, which occurs in everyone due to 
deficits in neural activation and reductions in the force-generating capacity of muscle 
(Manini & Clark 2012, Rantanen et al. 1998a, Hughes et al. 2001).  Sarcopenia, the age-
related loss of muscle mass, which occurs in most frail older people, also has an impact on 
physical functioning (Clark & Manini 2012, Bastiaanse et al. 2012, Kim et al. 2010, Davis et 
al. 2011, Bijlsma et al. 2014). 
Muscle strength declines considerably with age (Manini & Clark 2012, Rantanen et al. 
1998a, Hughes et al. 2001). The age-related changes in the central and peripheral nervous 
system may reduce people’s ability to activate muscles (Manini et al. 2013, Lexell 1995, 
Lexell 1997, Deschenes 2004).  The loss of muscle mass and changes in muscle composition 
(Lexell 1995, Lauretani et al. 2003, Hughes et al. 2001, Shimokata et al. 2014) also partially 
explain the age-related loss of muscle strength (Manini & Clark 2012). Muscle strength 
declines faster than muscle mass (Delmonico et al. 2009, Goodpaster et al. 2006) and may 
vary in different muscle groups (Yamada et al. 2014, Hughes et al. 2001) and in different 
muscle contractions (Raj et al. 2010, Hortobagyi et al. 1995). Men usually maintain their 
muscle strength better than women (Rantanen et al. 1997, McCrory et al. 2009, Hughes et al. 
2001, Doherty 2001, Hicks et al. 2011). Men is shown to have 10% to 40% stronger knee 
extensor and 30% stronger grip strength than women (McCrory et al. 2009, Hicks et al. 
2011), because men’s hormonal factors favor greater muscle mass and strength (McCrory et 
al. 2009).  
Muscle power is an even more important determinant of physical functioning than 
muscle strength (Puthoff & Nielsen 2007, Lauretani et al. 2003, Raj et al. 2010) because 
muscle power declines faster than strength with advancing age (Lauretani et al. 2003, Raj et 
al. 2010).  
Age-related increase in stiffness in connective tissues (Cheitlin 2003) will lead to loss of 
range of motion in musculoskeletal components. The range of motion in joints decreases 
with ageing (Araújo 2008, Intolo et al. 2009, Medeiros et al. 2013), the decrease being 
greatest in the major body joints, but variation between individuals increases with age 
(Medeiros et al. 2013). Flexibility of the spine also decreases with ageing (Galbusera et al. 
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2014, Lee et al. 2014, Medeiros et al. 2013) causing changes in posture and functional 
limitations (Kasukawa et al. 2010).  
Age-related degeneration of the nervous system (Lexell 1997), sensory processing, 
neuromuscular activation and force production may lead to reduced reaction time and 
decreased walking speed in older people (Clark et al. 2013, Tiedemann et al. 2005, Callisaya 
et al. 2010). Proper activation of movement deteriorates due to the decreased processing 
resources in the prefrontal cortex and decreased connections between different areas of the 
cortex and muscles (Beurskens et al. 2014, Langner et al. 2014, Manini et al. 2013). In 
addition, the age-related decline in proprioception of the lower extremities has an effect on 
dynamic balance (Wingert et al. 2014, Peixoto et al. 2011).  
The age-related decline in physical functioning is only partly explained by the changes in 
body organs. The changes are individual and vary widely depending on many factors, for 
example the level of physical activity (Sakari 2013). Regular physical activity will prevent 
age-related changes in physical functioning compared to inactivity (Capodaglio et al. 2007, 
Dodge et al. 2008, Wannamethee et al. 2005, McDermott et al. 2011, Waller et al. 2010). 
Active older people are less likely to become disabled than those reporting no or very low-
intensity physical activity (Landi et al. 2007). 
2.2.2 Health condition  
Improving health and decreasing mortality have led to an increase in the number of older 
people. However, the number of health problems tends to increase with advancing age, and 
older people commonly have multiple diseases (Fortin et al. 2005). The most common 
health problems in older people are cardiovascular diseases (Wong et al. 2012), cognitive 
impairments, depressive symptoms (Hajjar et al. 2009) and musculoskeletal disorders 
(Murray et al. 2010). The main causes of death in Finnish older people are cardiovascular 
diseases, dementia and cancers (Statistics Finland 2012).  
Self-reported health is a simple measure of health and can be used to identify vulnerable 
populations (Hirve 2014). In addition, self-reported health can be used as a predictor of 
¢ȱȱǻ
ȱŘŖŗŚǰȱȱȱǯȱŘŖŖřǼǯȱȱȱȱȱǃȱŝśȱ
years only about 30% have very good or good self-reported health (Eurostat 2013). Most 
older people reported that diseases limit their activities (Eurostat 2013), possibly because 
people with chronic diseases may have a steeper decline in muscle strength (Rantanen et al. 
1998a, Sayer et al. 2005) and functional limitations (Hung et al. 2012) which can affect their 
engagement in activities. 
Cardiovascular diseases  
Age-related changes in cardiovascular and respiratory systems may reduce 
cardiorespiratory fitness. The main changes are decreases in elasticity and increases in the 
stiffness of the arterial system, and an increase in systolic blood pressure (Cheitlin 2003). 
The arterial stiffness is also associated with low skeletal muscle mass in the upper and 
lower extremities (Sampaio et al. 2014). Ageing decreases the Volume of Oxygen (VO2) 
(DeLorey et al. 2007) and peak maximal Volume of Oxygen (VO2max) (Fleg & Strait 2012, 
Fleg et al. 2005) leading to limited adaptation of tissues to the lower volume of oxygen. This 
progression of reduced VO2 and VO2max leads to a decline in cardiorespiratory fitness, and 
people might feel physical activities to be more strenuous than before (DeLorey et al. 2007, 
Fleg et al. 2005).  Impaired cardiorespiratory fitness is also a strong predictor of the risk of 
death and together with physical activity status is an important marker (Myers et al. 2002). 
Older people need more respiratory muscle strength than younger people because of the 
decreased elasticity in the thorax and the range of motion of the spine (Kim & Sapienza 
2005, Buchman et al. 2009). Decreased respiratory muscle strength predicts the decline in 
mobility (Buchman et al. 2008), and pulmonary diseases or smoking may deepen the 
decline (van den Borst et al. 2011).  
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The cardiovascular diseases increase functional limitations (Qu et al. 2011, Welmer et al. 
2013, Newman et al. 2006a, Wang et al. 2002, Bootsma-van der Wiel et al. 2002, Newman et 
al. 2003b) and the risk of disability (Hung et al. 2012). Due to damage to the brain tissue and 
the neurological system, stroke causes functional and neurologȱ ȱǻÂȱȱǯȱ
2011) and is consistently associated with disability (Hung et al. 2012, Qu et al. 2011, Sions et 
al. 2012). Type II diabetes is an important risk factor for cardiovascular diseases through 
increased arteriosclerosis (Welmer et al. 2013), and is associated with functional limitations 
(Wang et al. 2002, Bootsma-van der Wiel et al. 2002, Newman et al. 2003b, Kalyani et al. 
2012, van Sloten et al. 2011) and increased risk of disability (Wong et al. 2012, Abate et al. 
2013). For example distal sensorimotor polyneuropathy is one of the most common long-
term complications of diabetes and is associated with balance problems (Ghanavati et al. 
2012). Problems in the peripheral vascular system may also cause functional limitations via 
ischemic claudication (Newman et al. 2003a, Heffernan et al. 2012, Watson et al. 2011). 
Brain diseases  
Brain diseases are the disease group posing the greatest threat for physical functioning. 
Cognitive impairment can lead to dementia, the most common dementing disorders in 
older people being Alzheimer’s disease, vascular cognitive impairment and dementia with 
Lewy bodies (Bhogal et al. 2013). Cognitive impairment is associated with functional 
limitations (Wang et al. 2002, Bootsma-van der Wiel et al. 2002, Newman et al. 2003b, 
Buchman et al. 2011), disability (Hung et al. 2012) and increased need of help in mobility 
tasks (Bramel-Risberg et al. 2012). Functional limitations in both cognitive and mobility 
performances will lead to disability (Hebert et al. 2010, McGough et al. 2011). Balance 
impairments (Suttanon et al. 2012) and falls are twice as common in older people with 
cognitive impairments than in cognitively intact older people (Montero-Odasso et al. 2012). 
Parkinson’s disease is a progressive neurodegenerative condition which especially 
impairs motor skills as well as autonomic nervous system functions (Heiberger et al. 2011). 
Parkinson’s disease can also lead to dementia. Parkinson’s disease tends to lead to 
insufficient physical activity and is associated with muscle weakness and osteoporosis 
(Bloem et al. 2004). History of falling and disease severity indicate increased risk 
of recurrent falls in Parkinson’s disease, also people with slow walking speed may have an 
increased risk of mortality (Matinolli et al. 2011). 
Depression 
Depression affects physical functioning independently (Hirvensalo et al. 2007, Bootsma-van 
der Wiel et al. 2002, Lee et al. 2012). Depression together with other diseases may have a 
stronger impact on physical functioning than depression alone (Forlani et al. 2013, Raji et al. 
2002, Hajjar et al. 2009). The reason for this might be the lack of energy and decreased 
physical activity associated with depression (Hamer et al. 2012, Choi et al. 2013).  
Sensory impairments 
Adequate sensory functioning is needed to receive accurate information about potential 
environmental risks through different sensory channels, and it enables good balance and 
safe movements (Rantanen 2013). Ageing decreases vision and hearing ability through 
degeneration of structures or diseases (Koskinen et al. 2012, Cimarolli & Jopp 2014). 
The ageing process affects proprioception (Wingert et al. 2014), and with diseases such as 
ȱ ȱ ǻ¡ȱ ȱ ǯȱ ŘŖŗŗǼȱ ȱ ȱ ǻÂȱ ȱ ǯȱ ŘŖŗŗǼȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
proprioception is steeper.  
Sensory-motor impairments in older women and men are associated with functional 
limitations (Sakari-Rantala et al. 1998), and the presence of several sensory-motor 
impairments increases the risk for decline of physical functioning among older women 
(Viljanen et al. 2012, Cimarolli & Jopp 2014). Poor vision is associated with balance 
impairment and functional limitation in older women and men (Aartolahti et al. 2013a). 
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Women with hearing or vision impairments have slower maximal walking speed and 
poorer postural control than women without these impairments (Viljanen et al. 2009, 
Kulmala et al. 2012). In addition, sudden transition from normal to marginal lighting, or the 
opposite, increases the risk of falling due to weakened eye adaptation to light (Moe-Nilssen 
et al. 2006). Auditory information may be more important for safe outdoor functioning than 
for indoor functioning, and hearing loss may hinder the ability to divide attention and 
thereby increase the risk of functional limitations (Inzitari et al. 2007) and falls (Rantakokko 
et al. 2013).  
Falls, fractures and osteoarthritis 
The bone mass decreases with ageing due to increased resorption in the bone remodeling 
process (Cheng et al. 2002) and increase in sedentary time (Chastin et al. 2014). The bone 
loss progresses from age-related physiological osteopenia to pathological osteoporosis 
when the bone mineral density is -2.5 Standard Deviations (SD) less than the average value 
for young healthy women (WHO 2004). The risk of falls also increases with ageing 
(Lihavainen et al. 2010, Pajala et al. 2008, Montero-Odasso et al. 2012, Suttanon et al. 2012, 

ȱȱǯȱŘŖŗŗǰȱÂȱȱǯȱŘŖŗŗǼ. According to the recent study, older women 
with a high concern about falling are more likely to have poorer health and lower 
functional ability than those without concern of falling (Patil et al. 2014). Osteoporosis and 
falls together result in fractures (DiGirolamo et al. 2013). Hip fractures are one of the most 
serious consequences of falls and osteoporosis (Lönnroos 2009). Only 20% of hip fracture 
survivors recover to the pre-fracture level of physical functioning (Magaziner et al. 2000, 
Visser et al. 2000, Oude Voshaar et al. 2006, Sihvonen et al. 2009, Portegijs et al. 2009, 
Bootsma-van der Wiel et al. 2002). Older people recovering from a hip fracture are at 
increased risk for a new fracture, persistent functional limitations and disability (Sipilä et al. 
2011, Lönnroos et al. 2007).  
Osteoarthritis is associated with functional limitations (Forrest et al. 2006, Wang et al. 
2002) and disability (Hung et al. 2012, Qu et al. 2011). Particularly osteoarthritis in the lower 
extremities, for example knee osteoarthritis, decreases postural control, which is associated 
with decreased muscle strength, proprioceptive inaccuracy (Sanchez-Ramirez et al. 2013) 
and impaired walking (Cuperus et al. 2014). 
Osteoarthritis and osteoporotic fractures are common reasons for musculoskeletal pain 
(Portegijs et al. 2009, Salpakoski et al. 2011). Pain is a predictor of mobility decline 
(Lihavainen et al. 2010, Pajala et al. 2008, Menz et al. 2013) and the risk of disability 
(Buchman et al. 2010).  
2.2.3 Physical activity 
Better physical functioning is a result of a lifelong physical activity (Korpelainen et al. 2010, 
Dodds et al. 2013, Greendale et al. 1995, Sun et al. 2010, Newman et al. 2003a). For example 
physical activity across mid-life is associated with stronger grip strength (Dodds et al. 2013) 
and better walking speed (Patel et al. 2006) in old age. 
Physical activity may be the most effective preventive strategy to maintain physical 
functioning (Tak et al. 2013) among older populations even though it cannot stop the 
physiological aging process (Chodzko-Zajko et al. 2009). The recommendations of 
ȱ¢ȱ¢ȱȱ¢ȱȱȱǃȱŜśȱ¢ȱȱȱȱśŖ–64 with 
clinically significant chronic conditions or functional limitation are based on the review of 
original research articles, literature reviews and existing recommendations for prevention 
and management of diseases, such as type II diabetes (Nelson et al. 2007). These guidelines 
do not have recommendations for light-intensity physical activities (Lee & Shiroma 2014, 
Nelson et al. 2007). The recommendations are based on self-reports of physical activity, and 
self-reports are more reliable and valid for moderate to vigorous physical activity than light 
intensity activities (Strath et al. 2004, Lee & Shiroma 2014). 
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The physical activity recommendations suggest that older people should perform 
aerobic exercises (moderate-intensity aerobic activity 2.5 hours per week or vigorous-
intensity aerobic activity 1 hour per week), muscle strengthening exercises (2 - 3 times per 
week, 8 - 10 exercises and 8 - 12 repetitions), flexibility exercises (at least 10 min every day) 
and balance exercises (3 times per week) (Nelson et al. 2007). According to aerobic activity 
the recommendations for older adults are almost the same as for younger adults. However, 
detailed exercise programs that would optimize physical functioning and health in all 
groups of older adults are yet to be described (Chodzko-Zajko et al. 2009). Either there is no 
full review of the evidence separately for older people in aerobic activity (O’donovan et al. 
2010, Nelson et al. 2007), even though it seems that the recommended level of aerobic 
exercise would be beneficial for older people (Paterson & Warburton 2010). However, a full 
review of the evidence separately for older people has been done for muscle strengthening, 
balance and flexibility exercises (Nelson et al. 2007). Finnish Current Care Guidelines for 
physical activity (Current Care Guidelines 2012) are adapted to Weekly Physical Activity 
Pie (UKK institute 2013). Finnish ȱȱȱȱǃȱŜśȱ¢ȱȱȱ
international recommendations (Nelson et al. 2007) suggest a similar amount of aerobic 
exercise, but less muscle strengthening, flexibility and balance training, all together only 2–
3 times per week (UKK institute 2013). In addition, for people aged > 80 years or younger 
people who have impairments or are at risk of falls the Finnish recommendations suggest 
doing more balance exercises besides other recommended exercises (UKK institute 2013). 
Older people can improve their physical functioning by physical activity (Morey et al. 
2008) and also by avoiding sedentary behavior as sitting or lying down (Hamilton et al. 
2008). According to Mäkinen et al. (2012), approximately 80% of older people in Finland did 
not achieve the recommended dose of aerobic, strength and balance training. The 
accumulation of risk factors (e.g. obesity, smoking) increases the risk of unmet physical 
activity and disparity in physical activity (Eronen et al. 2012, Schüz et al. 2013). Strong 
believe in own abilities (Myers et al. 2011, Ahola et al. 2012, Lee et al. 2008) was shown to 
improve the adherence to physical activity and possibly also to other aspects of a healthy 
lifestyle. 
2.2.4 Frailty 
Frailty is a condition with a physiological loss of reserve capacity and decrease in 
adaptation to stressors (Fried et al. 2001a, Rockwood et al. 2003, Fulop et al. 2010) causing a 
high risk of falls, disability progression, hospitalization and mortality for older people 
(Fried et al. 2001a, Song et al. 2010, Cano et al. 2012, Kulmala et al. 2014). The prevalence of 
frailty increases with age, and by age 95 years, virtually everyone will be frail because of 
accumulation of a large number of health deficits (Song et al. 2010). The pathways to frailty 
are not fully understood. One possible reason for frailty is the pathophysiological process 
which shows similarities with the ageing process (de Vries et al. 2011, Fulop et al. 2010). 
Fried et al. (2009) studied when frailty becomes evident and found a cumulative decline in 
multiple physiological systems beyond frailty. They showed that the number of abnormal 
systems seems to be more predictive than abnormalities in any particular system (Fried et 
al. 2009). This leads to the suggestion that when physiological decline reaches an aggregate 
critical mass, frailty becomes evident (Clegg et al. 2013, Fried et al. 2009). Another 
underlying factor for frailty might be a chronic inflammation process and metabolic 
alterations leading to comorbidity and increased risk of disability (Fulop et al. 2010).  
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2.2.5 Socio-economic and environmental factors 
 
Socio-economic factors 
Different socio-economic factors are associated with the incidence of functional limitations 
(Koster et al. 2005) and disability (Rautio 2006, Rautio et al. 2006) in older people. For 
example, higher education and better professional status are related to faster walking speed 
and vital capacity among women (Rautio 2006, Rautio et al. 2006). Lower education is 
associated with manual working and lower income (Russo et al. 2006), which might have 
associations to unhealthy lifestyle (Silva et al. 2013), functional limitations in later life 
(Russo et al. 2006) and greater morbidity (Kainu et al. 2013). Low income is independently 
associated with increasing severity of functional limitations (Shumway-Cook et al. 2005) 
and lower self-efficacy and readiness for physical activity (Bean et al. 2007). In addition, 
poverty is independently associated with functional limitations (Thorpe et al. 2008). 
Living alone is related to physical functioning in contradictory ways. The association 
between living alone and physical functioning is not uniform and there may be slight 
differences depending on whether the living alone is lifelong situation or a result of 
widowhood or divorce (Picavet & Hoeymans 2002). In addition, living as a couple seems to 
be more important for men than for women (Kendig et al. 2014). The wellbeing of older 
people remains better if the person does not have changes in marital status or is able to 
continue living in the community instead of in an institution (Cohen-Mansfield et al. 2013). 
In Finland, the majority of the women (80%) and more than one third of the men (37%) 
agȱ ǃȱ ŝśȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǻȱ ŘŖŗŚǰȱ¢ȱ ȱ ǯȱ ŘŖŖŝǼǯȱ ȱȱ
(Shumway-Cook et al. 2005) and living alone (Picavet & Hoeymans 2002) increases the risk 
and severity of functional limitations. On the other hand, those who lived alone reported 
less difficulty in ADLs and IADLs than those who lived as a couple (Wang et al. 2002). A 
possible explanation might be that those who lived alone did the activities by themselves 
more often and received less help from others, which may promote their physical 
functioning (Wang et al. 2002). In contradiction, it is reported that living with others 
increases the severity of functional limitations (Shumway-Cook et al. 2005) even though 
married couples have been suggested to be more adherent to healthy lifestyle 
recommendations than unmarried people, and unhealthy lifestyle accumulates diseases 
and mortality (Quinones et al. 2014). In addition, loneliness is an independent risk factor for 
mortality and reduces physical activity among older people (Newall et al. 2013). However, 
being happy may offset the negative consequences of being lonely (Newall et al. 2013). 
Environmental factors 
Supportive and barrier-free environments are necessary for older people to maintain their 
functioning (Clarke & Nieuwenhuijsen 2009), especially for those older people who have 
functional limitations. The living environment can constrain or facilitate their independence 
and physical functioning (Li et al. 2005, Ortega-Alonso et al. 2006, Tiainen et al. 2007). Life-
space mobility includes all areas where people are purposely moving in their daily life 
(Rantanen et al. 2012a). In Finland this includes not just built-up areas but also natural areas 
where older people are accustomed to go to hike, pick berries and spend time. Functional 
limitations do not necessarily restrict their life-space if they can find ways to compensate 
for their difficulties, e.g. using assistive mobility devices (Auger et al. 2009). Decline of 
physical activity is one of the underlying mechanisms explaining the association between 
environmental barriers and perceived mobility difficulties (Rantakokko et al. 2012).  
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2.3 ASSESSMENTS OF PHYSICAL FUNCTIONING IN OLDER PEOPLE 
Self-reports and objective measures are the two different ways to assess physical 
functioning. Self-reports are commonly used to investigate the walking ability, perceived 
difficulty in walking or the level of physical activity among older people (Mänty et al. 2009, 
Alexander et al. 2000, Sayers et al. 2004, Fried et al. 2001b, Frändin & Grimby 1994, Rödjer 
et al. 2012, Rasinaho et al. 2011, van Stralen et al. 2009, Zech et al. 2012, Capodaglio et al. 
2007, Harris et al. 2009, Vestergaard et al. 2008, Salpakoski et al. 2014). However, self-
reports have some limitations (Hallal et al. 2012), they are for example based on recall, they 
may cover a long period and participants’ situation might have changed over the period.  
Several objective valid and reliable measurement tools are available for the assessment of 
different aspects of physical functioning in older people (Lee & Shiroma 2014, Rantanen et 
al. 1999c, Cesari et al. 2008, Rolland et al. 2006, Takata et al. 2012, Blain et al. 2010, 
Capodaglio et al 2007, Galvao & Taaffe 2005, Takai et al. 2009, Cao et al. 2007, DeBuyser et 
al. 2013, McCrory et al. 2009, Azegami et al. 2007). To get a comprehensive view of physical 
functioning, a combination of different assessment methods is often needed (Mijnarends et 
al. 2013). The Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB) is one example of a test combining 
three different performances: walking speed, balance and chair rise (Guralnik et al. 1994), 
while the Finnish TOIMIVA-test  assesses six different performances: one-leg stand, chair 
rise, grip strength, maximal walking speed, pain level and peak flow function (Pohjola 
2006). 
2.3.1 Physical activity 
Structured questionnaires as well as exercise diaries of physical activity time and type, 
expectations, habits, frequency, presence of lack of activity and sedentary time are common 
methods to assess physical activity. One valid instrument for self-reporting is the Grimby 
scale (Grimby 1986, Frändin & Grimby 1994). The original Grimby scale (Grimby 1986) 
takes into account the frequency of domestic activities as part of physical activity, because 
these activities can be as strenuous as walking. The modernized version, the Saltin-Grimby 
physical activity level scale with 4 answering options (physically inactive, some light 
¢ȱ ¢ȱ ǃȱ Śȱȱȱ ǰȱ ȱ¢ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ¢ȱ ȱǃȱ Řȱ - 3 
hours per week, regular hard physical training for competition sports) is a useful and 
simple tool for routine risk assessment in e.g. primary care to define physical activity level 
(Rödjer et al. 2012).  
The main limitation of self-reports is recall bias (Hallal et al. 2012), and in some cases, the 
floor effect, with the lowest response too high for many responders (Tudor-Locke & Myers 
2001). Motion sensor instruments such as pedometers and accelometers provide new ways 
to estimate the frequency, duration and intensity of physical activity in older people (Hallal 
et al. 2012). Currently accelerometers have become feasible for use in large-scale studies of 
older people when assessing physical activity behavior (Lee & Shiroma 2014, Peters et al. 
2010, Hansen et al. 2013) or walking intensity (Harris et al. 2013). Accelerometers also have 
some minor limitations, for example they miss upper body movement and they do not 
inform on body posture (Lee & Shiroma 2014). In addition, the energy expenditure 
calculated by accelerometer results (Harris et al. 2009) or a questionnaire (Capodaglio et al. 
2007) can give information about physical activity level. These measurements are also 
usable in community-based and intervention studies (Harris et al. 2009, Capodaglio et al. 
2007). Objective measures obviously have better validity, being more strongly associated 
with established physical activity determinants, and thus offer better value to researchers 
compared to questionnaires (Harris et al. 2009, Theou et al. 2012b). However, self-reported 
physical activity has an association with physical activity measured by accelerometer 
(Hamer et al. 2012), and a questionnaire provides useful details on activity type, for 
example. Combining both a questionnaire or exercise diary with the type, frequency and 
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duration of time spent in activities and an accelerometer or pedometer to capture the 
intensity of activity may be preferable (Harris et al. 2009, Theou et al. 2012b).  
2.3.2 Mobility 
Walking 
Walking speed is a key component and an important indicator of current and future 
mobility in older people. It can be measured as a habitual or maximal speed at different 
distances. The habitual or self-selected walking speed shows the normal level of mobility 
performance, and values vary in different age groups (Stanaway et al. 2011, Sainio et al. 
2006, Idland et al. 2013, Chang et al. 2004, Kwon et al. 2009, Hajjar et al. 2009, Hess et al. 
2010, Bean et al. 2010).  Habitual walking speed decreases commonly with age in both sexes 
(Shumway-Cook et al. 2007), and those with a greater decline in muscle strength also have a 
greater decline in walking speed (Hicks et al. 2011).  
Maximal walking speed identifies the person’s highest level of mobility performance and 
has been associated with muscle strength (Rantanen et al. 1998b) and muscle power of the 
lower leg (Bean et al. 2010). The maximal walking speed values decrease with age (Bramell-
Risberg et al. 2012, Manini et al. 2005, Henwood & Taaffe 2008, Shumway-Cook et al. 2007, 
Sainio et al. 2012). In Finland, maximal walking speed lower than the cut-off point < 1.2 
meters per second (m/s) is limiting for people crossing the street while the lights are green 
(Sainio et al. 2006), and this proportion of people increases with age (Sainio et al. 2012). The 
age-related decline in walking speed is more evident in challenging walking conditions (Ko 
et al. 2010) compared to steady base conditions in older women (Ortega-Alonso et al. 2009). 
There are also sex differences in walking speed as women walk more slowly than men 
(Sainio et al. 2006, Forrest et al. 2006). 
Self-reported walking ability and perceived difficulty in walking are good indicators and 
predictors of overall mobility (Alexander et al. 2000, Mänty et al. 2009). Difficulties in 
walking 400-m have been found to be a valid measure to capture mobility disability among 
older people (Sayers et al. 2004, Fried et al. 2001b). A good correlation was found for 400-m 
walking performance (Sayers et al. 2004) and walking speed (Fried et al. 2001b). According 
to the previous studies, 7–18% of community-dwelling approximately 75-year-old people 
had difficulties or were unable to walk 400-m (Patel et al. 2006, Katula et al. 2007). 
The self-reported preclinical situation is related to a previous and future decline in 
measured physical functioning (Mänty et al. 2007), but the objective measures offer 
supplement data for walking ability. The 400-m walking test can also be used as a timed 
walking speed measurement (Newman et al. 2003b, Vasunilashorn et al. 2009) and among 
those who completed the test, each increase in performance time was associated with 
higher rates of functional limitation (Newman et al. 2006a). The mean values of the speed in 
the 400-m walking test decrease with age (Vestergaard et al. 2009, Chang et al. 2004, Kwon 
et al. 2009, Blair et al. 2006, Katula et al. 2007, Henwood & Taaffe 2008), and those who were 
unable to complete the 400-m walking test were 5 years older than the slowest group who 
completed the test (Vestergaard et al. 2009). 
A few studies have also used stair climbing and stepping tests to measure mobility in 
older people (Capodaglio et al. 2007, Portegijs et al. 2008, Takata et al. 2012). 
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Sit-to-stand and transferring performances 
Sit-to-stand performance is influenced by multiple physiological and psychological 
processes and represents a particular transfer skill rather than just a proxy measure of 
lower limb strength (Lord et al. 2002). The chair rise test is a commonly used, safe 
(Capodaglio et al. 2007, Galvão & Taaffe 2005, Cao et al. 2007, Takai et al. 2009) and valid 
measure for older people (Goldberg et al. 2012). Chair rising is a complex test of mobility, 
strength and muscular control (Hamer & Stamatakis 2013); with age, the time of the chair 
rise test increases and difficulties in performing the test become more common (Sainio et al. 
2006, Lord et al. 2002, Bramell-Risberg et al. 2012, Capodaglio et al. 2007). The difficulties in 
rising from a chair start appearing when people’s age increases from 74 to 80 years (Manini 
et al. ŘŖŖśǼǰȱȱȱȱȱǃȱŞśȱ¢ȱȱȱof those having difficulties 
increases to over 40% (Sainio et al. 2006).  
Timed Up and Go test (TUG) is a useful screening test for mobility and postural control 
of older people (Podsiadlo & Richardson 1991). TUG also predicts cognitive decline in 
¢ȱ ȱ ȱ ǃȱ ŞŖȱ ¢ȱ ǻȱ ȱ ǯȱ ŘŖŗŗǼǯȱ 
 ǰȱ 	ȱ ȱ ȱ  ¢ȱ
sensitive enough to show the effects of training interventions on postural control compared 
to balance platform measurements (Alfieri et al. 2012). The time of the TUG test increases 
with age, and difficulties performing the test also become more common (Freidberger et al. 
2013, Alfieri et al. 2012, Beauchet et al. 2010, Chang et al. 2013). 
The Berg Balance Scale (BBS) is an assessment which measures static and dynamic 
balance during motor tasks. BBS is valid and reliable for older people and also for people 
recovering from stroke (Berg et al. 1995). The individual items of the BBS represent 
assessment of different aspects of balance, including maintaining a fixed position, dynamic 
balance, and movement over a fixed base (Muir et al. 2010). BBS can identify people at an 
elevated risk for falling (Muir et al. 2010). The BBS also shows  great variation within age 
groups, and an age-related decline was seen when the trend of balance shifted from good to 
moderate or moderate to poor (Whitney et al. 2013, Nguyen et al. 2012, Bieryla & Dold 
2013). Balance performance measured by BBS and the level of independence in ADL 
measured by the Barthel Index were associated with each other (Prata & Schiecher 2012). In 
addition, balance can be measured by the force platform system, which correlates weakly 
with the commonly used clinical tests, for example BBS, while the clinically used balance 
tests were strongly correlated with each other (Nguyen et al. 2012). The clinical tests are 
mostly indirect tests of balance and strictly associated with other aspects of mobility, 
although their correlations with balance platform tests might be weak. Balance can also be 
tested with single balance tasks, which are often part of measurement batteries such as 
SPPB tests (Cesari et al. 2008) or TOIMIVA tests (Pohjola 2006), e.g. standing in a semi-
tandem position, in a tandem position or on one leg, and a functional reach, i.e. reaching a 
hand forward as far as you can without taking a step.  
2.3.3 Muscle strength 
The strength of knee extensors and hand grip are commonly measured in studies among 
older people. Especially grip strength is often used as an indicator of general muscle 
strength in older people (Rantanen 2003). Muscle power is also used in some studies 
(Gauchard et al. 2003, Hanson et al. 2009). Muscle strength among older people is often 
measured by voluntary isometric tests, because isometric tests are simple to deliver and 
safe for older people (Sakari-Rantala 2003). 
Knee extensor strength can be measured by an adjustable dynamometer chair (Samuel et 
al. 2013, Aalund et al. 2013, Azegami et al. 2007). Cutpoints of knee extensor strength 
provide markers to identify initially well-functioning older people from those who are at 
risk of future functional limitation (Manini et al. 2007). Age-related decline in muscle 
strength is seen in all muscle groups, for example in knee extensors (Rantanen et al. 1999b, 
McCrory et al. 2009, Takata et al. 2010, Capodaglio et al. 2007, Henwood & Taaffe 2008, 
Azegami et al. 2007, Bean et al. 2010).  
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Grip strength can be measured by a dynamometer (Lauretani et al. 2003, Rantanen et al. 
1999b, Katula et al. 2007, Takata et al. 2010). Grip strength decreases with age (Rantanen et 
al. 1999b, Katula et al. 2007, Takata et al. 2010, Lauretani et al. 2003, Ling et al. 2010) and 
differs between the sexes. For example, women and men have different cut points of grip 
strength for the likelihood of functional limitations (Sallinen et al. 2010, Koster et al. 2010). 
Muscle power, the ability to generate as much force as possible at the highest possible 
velocity (Harridge et al. 1999, Barbat-Artigas 2012, Bean et al. 2010), can be measured in an 
indirect manner, for example by chair rise test (Capodaglio et al. 2007), or directly with air-
powered machine (Hanson et al. 2009) or isokinetic dynamometer (Gauchard et al. 2003).  
2.3.4 Frailty 
Multiple definitions of the frailty syndrome have been published for different research 
purposes. Some of the frailty definitions include physical, psychological and social aspects, 
and some of these were mainly based on the physical and psychological aspects as 
described in the review of de Vries et al. (2011). Physical aspects (for example malnutrition 
or weight loss and impairments of mobility) are considered in every definitions as well as 
psychological aspects (for example poor endurance or declined cognition) (Fried et al. 
2001a, Mitnitski et al. 2001, Schuurmans et al. 2004, Studenski et al. 2004, Jones et al. 2004, 
Rockwood et al. 2004, Scarcella et al. 2005, Bandeen-Roche et al. 2006, Rolfson et al. 2006, 
Ensrud et al. 2008, Gobbens et al. 2012, Romero-Ortuno et al. 2013). The social aspect is not 
taken into account in all frailty definitions (de Vries et al. 2011) even though the lack of 
social contacts and support is important for the progression of disability. The problem of 
multiple frailty definitions is that different criteria identify different populations and the 
purpose of study defines the criteria (van Iersel & Olde Rikkert 2006, Pialoux et al. 2012).  
Fried et al. describe the criteria of the frailty syndrome based on the presence of at least 
three of the following five items: shrinking, weakness, poor endurance, slowness, and low 
physical activity (Fried et al. 2001a). Shrinking, defined as unintentional weight loss, 
indicates that nutritional status is one component of frailty (Fried et al. 2001a). Better 
nutritional status is associated with better performance in mobility tasks (Ferdous et al. 
2009, Johnson 2003). Ageing causes physiological changes to the digestive functions and 
oral health, which are associated with an increased risk of malnutrition (Nykänen et al. 
2012a) and can lead to weight loss. High body mass index (BMI) can be protective against 
age-related changes (Yu et al. 2014), even though both low and high BMI may cause 
increased levels of frailty (Lee et al. 2011, Hubbard et al. 2010). Obese frail people are at an 
even greater risk of disability than people with low BMI because of lower fat-free muscle 
mass and greater weight to carry (Villareal et al. 2004, Roubenoff 2004, Stenholm et al. 
2008). Overweight in general also has a negative influence on physical functioning (Vilaca 
et al. 2013, Hergenroeder et al. 2011, Rantakokko et al. 2013).  
Weakness and slowness in the definition of Fried et al. (2001a) indicate dynapenia (Clark 
& Manini 2012, Clark et al. 2013) and sarcopenia (Fried et al. 2001a). Particularly among 
older people, sarcopenia may be a consequence of a slow erosion process in muscle mass 
during ageing, or a more rapid state after an acute catabolic condition (Dardevet et al. 
2012). 
The components of frailty, low physical activity level, dynapenia/sarcopenia, poor 
endurance and malnutrition, are linked to each other in both directions (Fried et al. 2001a). 
The components of frailty are associated with functional limitations (Theou et al. 2012a, 
Abellan van Kan et al. 2010, Langlois et al. 2012) and are predictors of disability (Vermeulen 
et al. 2011) in older people. Fried’s criteria (Fried et al. 2001a) predict mortality and 
functional limitations and represent the underlying pathophysiology. Fried’s criteria also 
provides a classification of a pre-frail state (Woo et al. 2012). It has been discussed whether 
disability should be part of the frailty criteria (Abellan van Kan et al. 2010), but the 
European, Canadian and American Geriatric Advisory Panel (Abellan van Kan et al. 2008) 
decided that it should not because frail older people are not necessarily disabled. 
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2.4 INTERVENTIONS TO ENHANCE PHYSICAL FUNCTIONING IN OLDER 
PEOPLE 
Knowledge of the effects of different kind of interventions is based on intervention studies. 
The main data source for this review was the PubMed database. The search was limited to 
English articles published in 2000 century. The combination of search terms “physical 
functioning”, “mobility”, “muscle strength”, “physical activity”, and “intervention” or 
“CGA” were performed to find articles of the intervention studies which were delivered to 
ȱ¢ȱ ȱȱȱǃȱŝśȱ¢ǯ In this study the founded intervention 
studies were categorized into two types, single factorial and multifactorial interventions. 
Interventions were defined as single factorial if they offered only a training program or 
physical activity counseling or a home visit by one professional, and multifactorial if they 
offered more than one component, for example CGA, nutritional and training or 
rehabilitation programs. 
2.4.1 Single factorial interventions 
Single factorial interventions to enhance physical functioning in older people can be 
delivered as group-based or individual interventions. The aim of common group-based 
training interventions was to improve mobility and physical activity performance by 
strength training (Bates et al. 2009, Bean et al. 2010, Capodaglio et al. 2007, Hanson et al. 
2009, Lustosa et al. 2011, Zech et al. 2012) or by a combination of some of these: strength, 
fitness, balance performance and flexibility training (Cho & An 2014, Blair et al. 2006, 
deVreede et al. 2007, Freiberger et al. 2013, Katula et al. 2007, King et al. 2002, Matthews et 
al. 2011, Rubenstein et al. 2000). Participants (mean age 68 to 78 years) were healthy men 
and women (Cho & An 2014, Bates et al. 2009, Capodaglio et al. 2007, King et al. 2002, 
Freiberger et al. 2013, deVreede et al. 2007), inactive men and women (Matthews et al. 2011, 
Hanson et al. 2009), pre-frail men and women (Zech et al. 2012, Lustosa et al. 2011), men 
with chronic impairments (Rubenstein et al. 2000), men and women at risk for disability 
(Katula et al. 2007, Blair et al. 2006) or mobility-limited men and women (Bean et al. 2010).  
The duration of group-based training interventions was ¢ȱ ǂ 5 months or at most 
one year and included different kinds of combinations of exercises and intensities. Most of 
the interventions included group-based training 1–3 times per week (Bates et al. 2009, Bean 
et al. 2010, Capodaglio et al. 2007, deVreede et al. 2007, Freiberger et al. 2013, Lustosa et al. 
2011, Rubenstein et al. 2000, Zech et al. 2012). In some interventions the method or intensity 
of exercise, or both, changed during the intervention (Cho & An 2014, Blair et al. 2006, King 
et al. 2002, Hanson et al. 2009, Matthews et al. 2011, Katula et al. 2007). For example, in the 
study of King et al. (2002) the intervention started with training 3 times per week, then 
decreased to 2 times per week, and at last included only home-based training.  
All above-mentioned group-based strength and combined training interventions seemed 
to be effective in improving physical functioning, e.g. TUG (Lustosa et al. 2011), walking 
speed (Capodaglio et al. 2007), muscle strength and power (Hanson et al. 2009). 
Individually delivered home training interventions usually aimed to improve mobility, 
muscle strength and power for older people living at home (Sherrington et al. 2014, Yang et 
al. 2012, Vestergaard et al. 2008, Clegg et al. 2014). Participants (mean age 76 to 84 years) 
had some health or functional problems (Yang et al. 2012) or frailty (Vestergaard et al. 2008, 
Clegg et al. 2014). The duration of the home training interventions varied from 3 to 12 
months. The training included flexibility, mobility, balance and strengthening exercises and 
was delivered by physiotherapists with video-based training and supportive telephone 
calls (Vestergaard et al. 2008), with booklet of exercises (Sherrington et al. 2014), with 
exercise manual and telephone calls once a week or a face-to-face home visit (Clegg et al. 
2014), or with regular supportive home visits (Yang et al. 2012).  
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Above-mentioned home training interventions were effective in improving or 
maintaining performances in ADL, balance, muscle strength and walking speed 
(Vestergaard et al. 2008, Yang et al. 2012, Sherrington et al. 2014). In addition, the 
proportion of older people with frailty diminished through the intervention (Clegg et al. 
2014). Recently web-based physical activity interventions suggests that web-based physical 
activity program has the potential to positively impact on physical activity among inactive 
older people (Peels et al. 2013, Irvine et al. 2013), but further research is needed especially 
for people ǃȱŝśȱ¢. 
Individually delivered physical activity counseling interventions were usually tailored at 
inactive and healthy older people aged 64 to 78 years (Morey et al. 2008, van Stralen et al. 
2009, Horne et al. 2010, Rasinaho et al. 2011). The interventions lasted from 4 months to 2 
years. Counseling interventions included either 2 telephone counseling sessions per week 
for 3 months and then changed to one monthly session for the next 3 months (Morey et al. 
2008), or in one intervention study, a face-to-face meeting at the beginning and then 
telephone contacts monthly (Rasinaho et al. 2011). In some interventions mailed materials 
or letters were also used to support the counseling (Morey et al. 2008, van Stralen et al. 
2009). The counseling was an effective method to improve mobility (Morey et al. 2008, 
Mänty et al. 2009), but not IADL performance (von Bonsdorff et al. 2008). The counseling 
improved awareness and compliance with physical activity (van Stralen et al. 2009, 
Rasinaho et al. 2011, Mänty et al. 2009). 
2.4.2 Multifactorial interventions 
The multifactorial interventions delivered by a multidisciplinary team can be classified as 
group-based, individual or CGA (Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment) -based. Group-
based multifactorial interventions were usually aimed to improve frailty status, prevent 
functional decline or to improve physical activity (Demark-Wahnefried et al. 2006, Kim et 
al. 2012, Lee et al. 2013, Chan et al. 2012, Resnick et al. 2008). The participants (mean age 71 
to 79 years) were women and men with high frailty risk (Chan et al. 2012), women and men 
with risk of falls (Lee et al. 2013), women and men with cancer (Demark-Wahnefried et al. 
2006), women with sarcopenia (Kim et al. 2012), and healthy women and men (Resnick et 
al. 2008). The interventions lasted for 3 to 6 months and according to the aim of the 
intervention, included different combinations of education, training program, nutritional 
program, problem-solving therapy by a case manager, and evaluation and modification of 
the participants’ homes. The intensity of training varied from 60-minute sessions 3 times 
per week to 30-minute sessions 2 times per month. These studies showed that the 
interventions were effective in improving physical functioning (Chan et al. 2012, Lee et al. 
2013), e.g. walking speed, knee extension strength (Kim et al. 2012), and physical activity 
(Resnick et al. 2008). However, in one study the effect on physical functioning was non-
significant, possibly because of vulnerable population (Demark-Wahnefried et al. 2006). 
Individually delivered multifactorial interventions were usually home-based and aimed 
to improve health and physical functioning and to prevent falls and disability (Palvanen et 
al. 2014, Korpelainen et al. 2006, Salpakoski et al. 2014, Gill et al. 2002, Whitney et al. 2013). 
The mean age of the participants was 73 to 84 years and the participants were women and 
men at risk of falling (Palvanen et al. 2014, Whitney et al. 2013), after hip fracture 
(Salpakoski et al. 2014), or with frail (Gill et al. 2002), or women with osteopenia 
(Korpelainen et al. 2006). The interventions lasted from 6 months to over two years, and 
according to the aim of the intervention, included different combinations of education, 
counseling or guidance, strength, balance training programs, nutritional program, geriatric 
evaluation and management of physiological, psychological and medical conditions, and 
evaluation and modification of the home environment. Professionals met the participants 
regularly during the intervention either in the clinc, or with home visit or telephone calls to 
encourage for example home exercises or record possible changes in participants’ state of 
health. In some cases the supervised training was offered either home-based or group-
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based settings (Korpelainen et al. 2006, Palvanen et al. 2014). Home-based interventions 
were effective in improving mobility (Salpakoski et al. 2014, Whitney et al. 2013, 
Korpelainen et al. 2006 & 2010) and muscle strength (Korpelainen et al. 2006 & 2010), 
preventing falls (Palvanen et al. 2014) and reducing the progression of functional 
limitations and disability (Gill et al. 2002). 
In some interventions the individual and group-based aspects were integrated (Salminen 
et al. 2008, Dapp et al. 2011, Gustafsson et al. 2012, Shumway-Cook et al. 2007). The 
participants of these interventions were healthy women and men (mean age 65 to 86 years), 
or sedentary and with risk of frailty or falls. The combined interventions lasted from 1 to 3.5 
years with training group sessions and home visits, and included geriatric assessment, 
education or guidance, evaluation of home, physical and psychosocial activity programs. 
Combined interventions were effective in improving mobility, muscle strength (Salminen et 
al. 2008, Shumway-Cook et al. 2007), health behavior (Dapp et al. 2011), and in delaying 
deterioration in ADLs (Gustafsson et al. 2012).  
CGA-based interventions for community-dwelling older people can be performed at 
hospital (out-patient clinics) and at home with varying intervention types and levels of 
intensity (Reuben et al. 1999, Subra et al. 2012, Stuck et al. 2000, Rubenstein 2004, Boult et al. 
2001, Caplan et al. 2004). CGA-based interventions may be effective to improve health 
outcomes and reduce functional decline (Boult et al. 2001, Reuben et al. 1999) and to 
improve performances in ADL and IADL (Stuck et al. 2000, Caplan et al. 2004). However, 
these interventions were delivered without specific physical activity intervention. To my 
knowledge, there are 7 intervention studies that have been conducted in this millennium 
among community-dwelling people ǃȱ ŝś years with a CGA-based tailored intervention 
design, and incorporating the aspects of physical functioning, mobility, muscle strength or 
physical activity (Table 1).  
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2.5 SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE 
Sufficient physical functioning is essential for older people to sustain their independence. 
Aging affects physical functioning in all older people, but the rate varies between persons. 
Age-related changes, for example in muscle strength and power, may cause mobility 
decline, but physical activity has an either increasing or decreasing effect on this decline. 
Also poor health or diseases may affect a steeper decline in physical functioning. In 
addition, physical and social environmental factors and individual factors have an 
influence on physical functioning. With the disablement process model as a theoretical 
background of this study, muscle strength represents the level of impairment, mobility, 
including walking, sit-to-stand and transferring performances, represents the level of 
functional limitations, while physical activity represents the individual factors. Recognizing 
impairments or functional limitations and assessing physical activity requires several 
measurements on different levels of the disablement process. The challenge of investigating 
physical functioning of older people is that factors, such as aging and health condition, 
which are associated with physical functioning, are also linked to each other. 
Lifelong physical activity is shown to be important for physical functioning. There is a 
lack of knowledge regarding the association between mid-life physical activity and 
mobility in old age. Only a few studies have investigated the effects of mid-life physical 
activity on different components of mobility. In addition, the relationship between physical 
activity during mid-life and mobility in older age has rarely been evaluated in community-
based settings.  
Only a small amount of older people achieve the recommended dose of physical activity 
ȱǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǃ 80 years, and the evidence 
on the optimal level of physical activity to improve or maintain sufficient physical 
functioning in older people with a wide range of health problems is limited.  
Many physical activity and multifactorial intervention studies have been conducted to 
improve the health and functioning of older people. The intervention studies were gathered 
from PubMed, which is a large biomedical literature database, and the used search terms 
represents the field of this study. The founded intervention studies represents 
approximately two third of all studies, which was enough to comprise the full view of the 
range of diverse contents and implementations of the interventions. However, there is still 
lack of research evidence from studies with representative community-based samples of 
older people, with comprehensive multidisciplinary assessments and long-term 
individually tailored multifactorial interventions.  
Frailty syndrome is a common condition in older people and related to serious 
outcomes, such as development of disability and increased mortality, but its mechanisms 
are not yet fully defined or understood. Only a few intervention studies of older persons 
with defined frailty status have been published, and there is lack of knowledge as to 
whether the CGA-based individually tailored interventions are effective and safe in these 
vulnerable populations. In addition, there is lack of knowledge as to whether or how the 
participants’ baseline physical activity level may influence the effectiveness of 
multifactorial geriatric interventions.  
Low physical functioning is associated with increased mortality. Grip strength, as an 
indicator of general muscle strength, is shown to be a predictor of mortality among older 
people, but the mechanisms between muscle strength and mortality are still unclear. 
Underlying factors such as age, sex, body size, comorbidity, physical function, level of 
physical activity, nutritional status and socioeconomic position may play a significant role 
in the analyses of physical functioning and mortality. The extent to which grip strength is 
an independent predictor of death or a surrogate marker of other underlying health-related 
factors has not yet been fully determined. 
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3  Aims of the Study  
The purpose of this study was to investigate the associations of physical activity and the 
effects of the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention on physical 
functioning and mortality among community-dwelling people aged ǃȱ75 years. The data 
were derived from the Geriatric Multidisciplinary Strategy for the Good Care of the Elderly 
(GeMS) study. The specific aims were to study: 
1. The associations between mid-life physical activity and old-age mobility and muscle 
strength. 
2. The effect of the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention on 
physical activity level. 
3. The effects of the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention on 
mobility, muscle strength and all-cause mortality. 
4. Risk factors for all-cause mortality. 
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4  Participants and Methods 
4.1 GeMS STUDY DESIGN 
This study utilized data from the Geriatric Multidisciplinary Strategy for the Good Care of 
the Elderly (GeMS) study. GeMS was a population-based randomized intervention study 
carried out in the city of Kuopio, Finland, from 2004 to 2007. The purpose of the GeMS 
study was to evaluate the effects of geriatric assessment and rehabilitation.  
ȱȱȱȱŗǰŖŖŖȱȱ ȱ¡ȱȱȱȱǃȱŝś-year-old people living 
in the city of Kuopio (n=5,615) in November 2003 (Population Register Centre, Finland), 
and this sample was randomized into intervention group and control group (Figure 2) 
based on age, sex and residential status before the baseline measurements. Of the 1,000 
persons, 162 refused to participate, two moved to another city, and 55 died before the 
baseline examination in 2004. In total, 781 (78%) persons attended the baseline examination; 
for the purpose of this study, persons living in institutions (n=81) were excluded. Thus, 700 
participants were included in this study. 
 
Figure 2. Flow chart of community-dwelling participants in the GeMS study 
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4.2 PARTICIPANTS 
The sample of this study comprised 700 community-dwelling participants. The mean age of 
700 community-dwelling participants was 81.3 (SD 4.6) years, and 69.4% (n=486) of them 
were women. For the purpose of each substudy those participants who did not have the 
key measurements at the baseline were excluded from the analyses due to missing data; 
participants who did not report their physical activity level at age of 20–64 years (Study I, 
n=21), participants who did not report their physical activity types and frequency 
(Unpublished, n=19), participants without grip strength measure at the baseline (Study II, 
n=50), participants without defined frailty status in 2005 (Study III, n=95), and participants 
without a chair rise test measure at the baseline (Study IV, n=141) were excluded. The 
characteristics of the participants in each substudy are shown in Table 2.  
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 4.3 METHODS 
4.3.1 Data collection 
Three trained nurses and two trained physiotherapists interviewed and examined all the 
participants annually during the interventions between the years 2004–2006 and carried out 
the follow-up measurements in 2007. The majority of the participants (at baseline, n=435) 
were examined at the Neulamäki outpatient clinic in Kuopio. Participants who were unable 
to visit the outpatient clinic (at baseline, n=257), were interviewed and examined at home 
by nurses, physiotherapists, physicians, a dentist and nutritionist, or in a few cases, 
interviewed by phone (at baseline, n=8). Not all tests could be performed at home. All 
interviews and examinations were based on standardize questionnaires and validated tools. 
A family member was interviewed if the participant was unable to answer reliably, mainly 
because of cognitive impairment. 
4.3.2 Health status and comorbidity 
Data on the sociodemographic factors, living conditions, social contacts, activities and 
mode of transportation were collected using structured questionnaires through face-to-face 
interviews by nurses. In addition, health behavior, state of health and functioning, diseases, 
use of medication (regular and as needed), and use of health care services were 
interviewed. The participants were asked to bring along their prescriptions and medication 
containers to the interview. The protocol also included laboratory tests (serum electrolytes, 
complete blood count, glucose, thyroid hormone, lipids, albumin and vitamin B12 levels) in 
the years 2004 and 2006. Each participant’s health history from the Primary Health Care in 
the City of Kuopio and Kuopio University Hospital was available.  
Self-reported health was determined using a 5-point scale (very good, good, moderate, 
poor and very poor). The nurses asked “How would you yourself describe your health?”. 
The first two categories were combined as good (1-2) and the last two as poor (4-5) for the 
analyses. 
Cognitive function was measured using the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) 
(Folstein et al. 1975). MMSE consists of 19 tasks which briefly measure orientation to time 
and place, memory and recalling, calculating, reading, writing, compliance with 
instructions and constructivity. The MMSE sum scores were categorized as normal (30 - 25) 
or impaired (24 - 0) (Crum et al. 1993).  
Nutritional status was assessed using the Short Form of the Mini Nutritional Assessment 
(MNA-SF) (Kaiser et al. 2009) in 2004 and the full Mini Nutritional Assessment (MNA) 
(Guigoz et al. 2002) from 2005 to 2007. The score of the MNA-SF ranges from 1–14, with 
sum score categorized as normal (ǃ 12) or signifyiȱȱȱȱǻǂȱŗŗǼȱǻȱȱǯȱ
2009). The full MNA test ranges from 1– 30, and sum scores were categorized as normal (24 
- 30), risk of malnutrition (17 – 23.5) and malnutrition (0 – 16.5) (Kaiser et al. 2009).  
Instrumental functioning was assessed using the 8-item Lawton & Brody IADL scale 
(Lawton & Brody 1969). Nurses interviewed participants about their ability on each item: 1) 
ability to use the telephone, 2) shopping, 3) food preparation, 4) housekeeping, 5) laundry, 
6) mode of transportation, 7) responsibility for own medications, and 8) ability to handle 
finances. The scoring for the IADL index is 0 - 8, and the ability to manage each of the items 
gave one score, and a higher sum score represented greater independence (Graf 2008). The 
IADL sum scores were categorized as normal (7 - 8) or impaired (0 - 6). 
A modified version of the Functional Comorbidity Index (FCI) (Groll et al. 2005) was 
used to define comorbidity. Data on the following 13 medical conditions were available: 1) 
rheumatoid arthritis and other inflammatory connective tissue diseases, 2) osteoporosis, 3) 
diabetes, 4) chronic asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), 5) coronary 
artery disease, 6) heart failure, 7) myocardial infarction, 8) stroke, 9) depressive disorder, 
10) visual impairment, 11) hearing impairment, 12) Parkinson’s disease, and 13) obesity 
(BMI > 30). Patients’ diagnoses obtained from the Finnish National Prescription and Special 
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Reimbursement Registers maintained by the Social Insurance Institution of Finland were 
used to screen for the presence of rheumatoid arthritis and other inflammatory connective 
tissue diseases (the data did not include osteoarthritis), chronic asthma or COPD, 
Parkinson’s disease or multiple sclerosis. Other conditions of the FCI were ascertained via 
participant self-report and medical records. Depressive symptoms were assessed by the 15-
item Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS-ŗśǼǯȱ ȱ ǃȱ śȱ  ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
depression (Sheik & Yeasavage 1986). The presence of each of the 13 conditions listed above 
included in the FCI gave one score, and a higher FCI sum score represented greater 
comorbidity.  
4.3.3 Physical activity 
Physiotherapists interviewed and partly verified participants’ self-reported physical 
activity. Physiotherapists assessed the participants’ mid-life physical activity level using a 
structured questionnaire. They asked “How much physical activity did you have when you 
were 20–64 years old?”. There were three response categories: no regular physical activity 
(0), regular physical activity (1), sports (2) at the age of 20 - 64 years. Categories 1 - 2 (active) 
were combined for the analyses. 
The level of current physical activity was assessed annually in 2004–2007 using a 
modified version of the Grimby scale (Grimby 1986). The participants were asked “Which 
of the following options describes best your present physical activity?”. There were seven 
response options: no other physical activity than normal activities of daily living (0), light 
physical activity, e.g. walking one to two times a week (1), light physical activity, e.g. 
walking several times a week (2), moderate physical activity that causes some shortness of 
breath and sweating one to two times a week (3), moderate physical activity that causes 
some shortness of breath and sweating several times a week (4), moderate or vigorous 
physical activity that causes quite strong sweating and shortness of breath several times a 
week (5), competitive sports and exercise several times a week (6).  
The types and frequency of physical activity were assessed by asking ”What kind of 
exercise do you do to improve your fitness and health?”. The answering options were 
walking or Nordic walking, home exercises, swimming, cycling, skiing, dancing, strength 
training, supervised exercise groups, ball games, and something else. Participants also 
reported their frequency of each activity: not at all (0), less than once a month (1), 1 to 2 
times per month (2), once a week (3), 2 to 3 times per week (4), almost daily (5). Categories 
0 - 1 were combined in the analysis. Moderate or heavy domestic work and gardening were 
considered as exercise and physiotherapists asked ”How often do you do moderate (e.g. 
vacuuming, gardening, raking) or heavy (e.g. carpet beating, snow clearing) domestic work 
and gardening?”. The answering options were the same as in the frequency of activity.  
The length of walking outdoors was asked by the physiotherapists as follows: “How 
many kilometers do you walk outdoors per one week?”. The answer was kilometers per 
week (0.5 kilometer accuracy). 
The perceived importance of physical activity was assessed by asking “How important is 
physical activity for you?”. The answering options were: unnecessary, waste of time (0), not 
very important (1), no opinion (2), quite important (3), very important (4). Categories 0-1 
were combined for the analyses. Physiotherapists also asked about the main motives for 
physical activity: “What are the main motives for your physical activity?” The answering 
options were: maintaining health (1), pleasure of physical activity (2), social causes (3), 
psychological causes (4), health care professionals’ advice or referral (5), something else, 
what? (6). Categories 3 - 6 were combined for the analyses. 
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4.3.4 Measurements 
Mobility 
Physiotherapists carried out the objective measurements of physical functioning and 
interviewed and partly verified participants’ self-reported mobility and use of assistive 
devices. The participants’ ability to walk outdoors and to walk 400-m was based on self-
reports (Sayers et al. 2004). Physiotherapists asked the participants “Are you able to walk 
outdoors?” and “Can you walk at least 400-m?”. Both questions contained four response 
categories: unable to walk (0), unable to walk independently (1), able to walk 
independently with difficulties (2), able to walk independently without difficulties (3). 
Categories 0 - 1 and 2 - 3 were combined for the analyses. In case of cognitive impairment, 
the participants’ ability to walk outdoors and 400-m was verified by family members or 
physiotherapists.  
Maximal walking speed (Frändin & Grimby 1994) was measured during a 10-m walk 
with a stopwatch (0.1 s accuracy). According to previous studies, a 10-m walking test is 
shown to have high test-retest and inter-rater reliability (Steffen et al. 2002, Pohjola 2006). 
The participants started walking a few meters before the start line to achieve maximum 
speed and were timed from the moment their lead foot crossed the start line until the front 
foot crossed the 10-m line. The results were expressed as meters per second (m/s).  
The sit-to-stand performance is a mobility performance, but also an indirect way to 
measure muscle power. Five times chair rise test (Csuka & McCarty 1985) has previously 
shown to have high test-retest and inter-rater reliability (Bohannon et al. 2011, Pohjola 
2006). First, physiotherapists demonstrated the test to the participants and then instructed 
them to stand up five times from a chair as fast as possible. Physiotherapists took the 
performance time with a stopwatch (0.1 s accuracy). At the signal “now”, the participants 
rose to full standing position (body straight and knees fully extend) without using hands to 
help and then returned to the seated position (back touching the back rest of chair). The test 
ended when the participants stood up for the fifth time. Some of the participants were 
unable to complete the test because they were either unable to stand up without using their 
hands as help or to get up five times. 
Transfer was assessed by the TUG test (Podsiadlo & Richardson 1991) and BBS (Berg et 
al. 1989). Both devices have been proven to be liable in community-based settings (Steffen 
et al. 2002, Lin et al. 2004, Berg et al. 1989 & 1992). In TUG the physiotherapists asked the 
participants to rise from a standardized armchair using the arms for support if needed, 
walk three meters as fast as possible, turn and return to a fully seated position in the same 
chair. The physiotherapists measured the participants’ performance time with a stopwatch 
(0.1 s accuracy). 
BBS was used to evaluate participants’ balance performance. Physiotherapists assessed 
the participants’ ability to perform in 14 balance tasks: standing up, standing without 
support, sitting down, sitting without support, transferring, standing with eyes closed, 
standing with legs together, reaching forward, picking up an object up from the floor, 
looking over one’s shoulders, turning oneself around, raising a foot to the bench, standing 
in a tandem position and standing on one foot. The performance of each BBS task gave a 
score of 0–4, where zero indicates the inability to perform a task and four indicates 
independent performance of the task. Maximum sum score ranges between 0–56 points, 
with a higher BBS sum score representing better functional balance (Berg et al. 1989).  
Muscle strength 
Muscle strength was measured by maximal voluntary grip strength of both hands and 
maximal voluntary isometric knee extension strength. Both devices have been proven to be 
liable in older people (Bohannon et al. 2011 & 2012, Pohjola 2006). Physiotherapists 
measured maximal voluntary grip strength of both hands using a Saehan dynamometer 
(Saehan Corporation, South Korea). Participants were in a sitting position with the elbow at 
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90 degrees flexion close to the body. Two maximal efforts for both hands were allowed and 
the highest value was accepted as the result.  
Maximal voluntary isometric knee extension strength was measured on both sides. The 
participants were in a sitting position in an adjustable dynamometer chair (Good Strength; 
Metitur Oy, Palokka, Finland) with knee angle 60°. Three maximal efforts for both legs 
were allowed and the best performance with the highest value was accepted as the result. 
The results were expressed as kilograms (kg), and the result of the better leg was used in 
the analyses.  
Muscle power is even more important for older people than muscle strength and we 
measured it in an indirect way by five times chair rise test (Csuka & McCarty 1985).  
Frailty 
Definition of frailty was based on Fried’s criteria (Fried et al. 2001a). Fried et al. (2001a) 
describe the original criteria of the frailty syndrome based on the presence of the following: 
unintentional weight loss, self-reported exhaustion, weakness, slow walking speed, and 
low physical activity. Fried’s frailty definition was modified in the GeMS study as follows: 
1) Ȧȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǃȱ śƖȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
previous year. Nurses measured the weight, and participants who had a weight loss 
ȱ ǃȱ śƖȱ  ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ŘŖŖŚȱ ȱ ŘŖŖśȱ  ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
criterion. 
2) Weakness was defined as the lowest quintile of grip strength in sex-specific age 
subgroups (75-79, 80-84, 85+).  
3) Poor endurance and energy was defined based on the answer to the following item 
of the GDS-15. Nurses asked “Do you feel full of energy? Yes/No”. Participants who 
answered “no” were identified for this criterion.  
4) Slowness was defined as the slowest quintile of 10-m maximal walking speed in sex-
specific age subgroups. Participants who were unable to perform maximal walking 
speed were included in the lowest quintile.  
5) Low physical activity level was defined using a modified version of the Grimby scale 
for classification of physical activity (Grimby 1986). Those answering “no other 
physical activity than normal activities of daily living” were defined as having a low 
physical activity level. 
Participants who met three to five of the above-mentioned criteria in the measurements 
in 2005 were rated as frail. Pre-frail participants had one or two and non-frail participants 
had none of the five criteria. The categories pre-frail and frail (pre-frail/frail) were 
combined for the analyses.  
4.3.5 Individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention 
The individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention of the GeMS study for the 
participants in the intervention group started at the beginning of 2004 and ended in 
December 2006. The intervention was aimed to improve participants’ general health status, 
oral health and nutrition, functional ability, and prevent mobility limitations (Table 3). The 
participants in the intervention group received individually tailored interventions while the 
participants in the control group only took part in the annual interviews and 
measurements. 
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Table 3. Aspects of the individually tailored interventions 
 
Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment  
CGA is a multidimensional, interdiscliplinary assessment process to identify health and 
disability risks of older people in order to prevent the development of functional limitations 
and disability (Inouye et al. 2007, Stuck 2011, Rubenstein 2004). CGA takes into account the 
bio-psycho-social components of health with the use of validated assessment tools (Stuck 
2011, Rosen & Reuben 2011, Rubenstein 2004), and is conducted by a multidisciplinary 
team (Wieland 2003). CGA provides good possibilities for the prevention of health 
problems (Monteserin et al. 2010) by tailored care plans (Inouye et al. 2007, Stuck 2011, 
Rubenstein 2004).  
In the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention the CGA was carried 
out by a multidisciplinary team of physicians, nurses, physiotherapists, nutritionist, 
dentists, and an ophthalmologist. After the annual interviews and measurements by nurses 
and physiotherapists, two study physicians (trainees in geriatrics) interviewed and 
examined the participants in the intervention group annually in the years 2004, 2005 and 
2006. As a part of CGA, the physicians performed clinical examinations, medical and 
diagnostic evaluations, and drew medical conclusions based on all recorded information on 
the participants’ health status. The physicians also referred participants to specialized care 
if needed. The intervention was planned by whole multidisciplinary team with the 
participants. In the follow-up year in 2007, the physicians did not examine the participants 
but collected health data from their medical records. 
Interventions Aspects
Diagnostic evaluation annually
Optimization of treatment annually
Medication optimization annually
Referrals to specialized care
Individually tailored counseling annually
Strength and balance training once a week between August 2004 and
December 2006
Ophthalmologist examination once
Referrals to specialized care
Examination two to three times
Oral health promoting for random sample of participants in the intervention 
group (n=165)
Health counseling annually
Arranging services as a case manager if needed
Nutrition       
(n=77)
Nutritional counseling for persons at risk of malnutrition or malnourished
Comprehensive 
geriatric 
assessment    
(n=361)
Physical 
activity 
(n=356)
Vision and
eye health      
(n=304)
Oral health 
(n=354)
Nursing       
(n=197)
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Physical activity intervention  
One method to reach the main goal of the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric 
intervention, i.e., improving health and functional ability and preventing mobility 
limitations, was to optimize participants’ physical activity level by counseling and strength 
and balance training. 
Counseling 
Every year during the intervention, all participants in the intervention group received 
individually tailored physical activity counseling from the study physiotherapists. The 
individualized counseling was based on the participants’ baseline health status, diseases 
and measurements of physical functioning. Counseling started with a physical activity 
interview where the physiotherapist asked about participants’ physical impairments, 
previous and present types and frequency of physical activity, and perceived importance of 
physical activity. The goals for physical functioning (e.g. able to walk up and down 
stairways, able to walk and get mail from the mailbox) were set together by the 
physiotherapist and each participant. They also designed focused methods for physical 
activity, which were participant-centered, including activities that were meaningful for the 
participant as well as possible to carry out. At the end of a counseling session the 
physiotherapist and participant drew up a written plan with a few main goals and means 
to improve physical activity. The plan was signed both by the participant and the 
physiotherapist. The participant was given a copy of the plan to keep. At the next 
counseling session the following year, the physiotherapist evaluated how well the 
participant had achieved the goals set by asking questions and performing measurements.  
Strength and balance training 
An opportunity to participate in supervised strength and balance training at the gym once a 
week was offered to the participants in the intervention group. The training at the gym 
started in August 2004 and ended in December 2006. All gyms were in the center of Kuopio 
and accessible also for participants who used assistive devices. There was no organized 
transportation to the gym as part of the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric 
intervention. Physiotherapists supervised the group-based training, which were arranged 
every workday. The participants with good physical function were in the bigger groups (> 
10), while participants with poorer physical function had smaller groups (< 5). Participants 
with absolute contraindications for training were identified and recorded by the study 
physicians. Shorter breaks in training, e.g. after cataracts surgery, were common. 
The emphasis of strength training was on lower extremity strength: the muscles of knee 
extensors and flexors, hip ab- and adductors, hip extensors, and abdomen were trained. 
Training was performed with a moderate to vigorous intensity of 60–85 % of one repetition 
maximum (1RM) with 2–3 sets of 8–12 repetitions. The measurement of 1RM was not 
always possible because of the participants’ health situation; in those cases the 
physiotherapists used the 2–5 repetition maximum to estimate the 1RM. Abdominal 
muscles were trained without the measurement of 1RM. The training was progressive with 
increasing loads, and based on the participants’ physical functioning and aims. 
Physiotherapists documented the participants’ loads, sets and repetitions at the beginning 
of every month. The duration of each training session was 75 minutes, inclusive of a 15-
minute period of combined warming-up with balance exercises. Balance exercises included 
challenging functional balance tasks: walking in a meandering lane and handling a ball at 
the same time, stepping from circle to circle and throwing a small object, walking along a 
straight line and on an unstable base, standing on a balance pillow with and without 
support. The physiotherapists instructed the participants to do muscle stretching at home 
after each training session. 
In addition, some very poor functioning participants of intervention group who were 
unable to go to the gym had a possibility to attend primary health care rehabilitation.  
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Other interventions 
All the participants in the intervention group were examined once by an ophthalmologist in 
2006. Two dentists examined the oral health of the participants at least twice during the 
study period (Komulainen et al. 2012). In addition, an oral health promoting intervention 
was carried out for a random sample of the intervention group (Komulainen 2013). 
Nurses carried out the case managing or health counseling for the participants when it 
was needed. Nutritionist offered nutritional counseling for those participants in the 
intervention group who were at risk of malnutrition in 2005 (Nykänen et al. 2012b). On 
participants at risk of malnutrition (MNA-ȱ ǂȱ ŗŗǼǰȱ a nurse performed the full MNA 
assessment, and if the MNA score was 24 or less, she invited the participant to the 
intervention. In the nutritional counseling intervention the nutritionist had two meetings 
with the participants in the years 2005 and 2006, and counseling by telephone at least every 
two months during the intervention. The nutritionist helped the participants or their family 
members to draw up their own meal plan with enough protein and energy and supported 
their choices with dietary advice.  
4.4 ALL-CAUSE MORTALITY 
Deaths in the GeMS study sample were recorded until the end of the year 2009. Data on the 
deaths were obtained from Statistics Finland. The length of follow-up, from the baseline 
examination date to the end of 2009, possible for each participant was 4.9 years / 59 months. 
4.5 STATISTICAL METHODS 
The proportions and means with SD were used to summarize the characteristics of the 
sample in every substudy of this study. Statistical comparisons between groups were made 
using chi-square test for categorical variables and t-test for independent samples and 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for continuous variables. 
Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) was used for adjusted comparisons of continuous 
variables of mobility and muscle strength. Age, MMSE and FCI in sex-specific groups were 
used as covariates in the analyses. (Study I.)  
Multinomial logistic regression analysis with crude and adjusted (for age, sex, MMSE 
and FCI) odds ratios was used to assess the associations between the level of physical 
activity at mid-life and old-age mobility (Study I). 
Cox’s proportional hazard models with Kaplan-Meier survival functions were used to 
analyze the effect of the interventions on mortality. Kaplan-Meier analysis was used to 
illustrate survival in sex-specific tertiles of grip strength. Hazard Ratios (HR) for death were 
analyzed using Cox’s proportional hazard models adjusted for intervention status 
(intervention / control), continuous age, MMSE, FCI, MNA-SF scores, and physical activity 
level. (Study II, unpublished.) 
The generalized estimating equation (GEE) model with binary logistic regression was 
used to analyze the longitudinal effect of the interventions on the ability to walk 400-m. The 
GEE model estimates the change (from 2005 to 2007) at individual level, summarizes the 
change within the group, and compares the changes between the intervention and control 
groups. This method was selected to control for possible confounding effects of dropouts 
on the outcome. The dropouts in the intervention and control groups did not differ 
significantly from each other in any of the characteristics in 2005. (Study III.) 
The effects of the interventions on the chair rise capacity were analyzed using the Mixed 
Model of linear regression. Both unadjusted and age, MMSE and FCI sum score adjusted 
analyses were conducted. This method was selected to estimate the change at individual 
level and to control for possible confounding effects of dropouts on the outcome. Power 
calculation showed that each subgroup required 63 subjects to achieve a statistical power of 
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0.80 with an alpha of 0.05, meaning that the groups of inactive men were underpowerd. 
(Study IV, unpublished.)  
Data were analyzed using STATA 11.1 software (Study I) (Stata Corporation, College 
Station, TX), SPSS 19.0 software (Studies I - IV) (IBM, Helsinki, Finland) and Prism software 
version 5.03 (Studies I - IV) (GraphPad Software Inc, USA). 
4.6 ETHICAL ISSUES 
The study protocol was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Northern Savo 
Hospital District, Kuopio, Finland (160/2002). Participation in this study was voluntary, and 
all the participants or their proxies gave written informed consent to participate in the 
study and for the use of their medical records from the Primary Health Care in the City of 
Kuopio and Kuopio University Hospital after proper information about the GeMS study. 
The GeMS study protocol followed the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki in good 
scientific practice (World Medical Association 2013). The used facilities and measurement 
tools were in good condition, clean, safe and rechecked. Staff was well trained to delivere 
the data collection and interventions. The privacy of subjects and the confidentiality of their 
personal information were protected in every phase of the GeMS study. In case of cognitive 
impairment a family member was present during the interviews and examinations. 
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5  Results 
In this chapter the results of the four original publications are summarized. In addition, 
some previously unpublished results will be presented. 
5.1 ASSOCIATION BETWEEN PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AT MID-LIFE AND 
MOBILITY AND MUSCLE STRENGTH IN OLD AGE (STUDY I) 
The associations between mid-life physical activity and old-age mobility and muscle 
strength were studied among community-dwelling participants. Those who had been 
active at mid-life had longer education, their frequency of obesity was lower and their 
MMSE score was higher compared with the participants who had been inactive during that 
time.  
Physical activity at mid-life was associated with better mobility in old age. Those who 
had been active at mid-life were more likely to be able to walk outdoors [unadjusted OR = 
1.96 (95% CI: 1.21 to 3.18)] and to walk 400-m independently [unadjusted OR= 2.60 (95 % 
CI: 1.58 to 4.28)] at age 75 and over compared to inactive participants. The association 
between mid-life physical activity and the ability to walk 400-m independently remained 
significant after adjusting for age, sex, MMSE and FCI [adjusted OR= 2.17 (95 % CI: 1.25 to 
3.77)].  
Furthermore, men who had been physically active at mid-life had significantly greater 
grip strength and faster walking speed than those who had been inactive during that age. 
Active men had an average of 3.0 kg (95% CI: 3.47 to 2.48) higher grip strength compared to 
inactive men. Active men also had 0.20 m/s (95% CI: 0.23 to 0.16) greater walking speed 
compared to inactive men. 
5.2 MOTIVES FOR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND COMMON PHYSICAL 
ACTIVITIES IN OLD AGE (UNPUBLISHED) 
The perceived importance of physical activity was evaluated to find out the participants’ 
motivation towards physical activity. Physically active participants in the intervention and 
control groups found physical activity to be more important for them than physically 
inactive participants (Table 4). In addition, active participants in the control group 
perceived physical activity as significantly more important than active participants in the 
intervention group (p=0.03). 
Participants had different motives for their physical activity; the most common motive 
for both active and inactive participants was maintaining health (Table 4). Among active 
participants the second most common motive was the pleasure of physical activity, but 
among inactive participants the second motive was a combination of various causes; social 
and psychological causes and health care professionals’ advices. 
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Table 4. Perceived importance of and main motives for physical activity (PA) in 672 participants 
by group assignment and PA level at baseline in 2004  
 Active*  Inactive* 
 
Intervention 
group 
Control  
group  
Intervention 
group 
Control 
group 
 n (%) n (%)  n (%) n (%) 
The importance of PA          
Very important 156 (70.6) 145 (81.5)  70 (56.0) 77 (51.3) 
Quite important 64 (29.0) 33 (18.5)  45 (36.0) 57 (38.0) 
Not important 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)  4 (3.2) 9 (6.0) 
No opinion  1 (0.5) 0 (0.0)  4 (3.2) 3 (2.0) 
Motives for PA          
Maintain health  167 (75.6) 142 (79.8)  102 (81.6) 107 (71.3) 
Pleasure of PA 35 (15.8) 22 (12.4)  9 (7.2) 11 (7.3) 
Social, psychological 
causes, professionals’ 
advice 19 (8.6) 14 (8.0) 
 
12 (9.6) 27 (18.0) 
PA = physical activity 
* Grimbys’ scale: Inactive (0 - 1), active (2 - 6) 
The most common physical activities performed by the participants were walking, home 
exercises, moderately heavy domestic work and gardening, and supervised exercise classes 
(Table 5). Swimming, cycling, heavy domestic work and gardening, skiing and strength 
training were quite rare activities. Walking was the most popular physical activity; the 
participants in the intervention group walked 11.0 (SD 10.5) kilometers per week and those 
in the control group 11.8 (SD 12.2) kilometers per week. The length or the frequency of 
walking did not differ significantly between the intervention and control groups. The 
groups did not differ from each other either in home exercises, moderately heavy domestic 
work and gardening, supervised exercise classes, swimming, cycling, skiing, or in strength 
training. Only in heavy domestic work and gardening were the participants in the control 
groups more active and differed significantly (p=0.04) from the intervention group. 
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Table 5. Types and frequencies of the nine most common physical activities among study 
participants (n=681) by group assignment at the baseline, in 2004 
Type of physical activity,  
n (%) 
Almost 
daily 
2-3x / 
week 
1x / 
week 
1-2x / 
month 
< 1x / 
month 
Walking           
Intervention group 158 (43.8) 79 (21.9) 20 (5.5) 8 (2.2) 84 (23.3) 
Control group 131 (38.6) 64 (18.9) 27 (8.0) 3 (0.9) 107 (31.6) 
Home exercise           
Intervention group 153 (42.4) 38 (10.5) 22 (6.1) 12 (3.3) 124 (34.3) 
Control group 152 (44.8) 49 (14.5) 14 (4.1) 7 (2.1) 110 (32.5) 
Moderately heavy domestic 
work and gardening 
          
Intervention group 20 (5.5) 47 (13.0) 137 (38.0) 30 (8.3) 115 (31.9) 
Control group 18 (5.3) 50 (14.7) 123 (36.3) 20 (5.9) 121 (35.8) 
Supervised exercise classes           
Intervention group 0 (0.0) 13 (3.6) 58 (16.1) 3 (0.8) 275 (76.2) 
Control group 0 (0.0) 16 (4.7) 39 (11.5) 5 (1.5) 272 (80.3) 
Cycling           
Intervention group 19 (5.3) 12 (3.3) 7 (1.9) 2 (0.6) 309 (85.6) 
Control group 9 (2.7) 10 (2.9) 10 (2.9) 5 (1.5) 298 (87.9) 
Heavy domestic work and 
gardening 
          
Intervention group 5 (1.4) 6 (1.7) 56 (15.5) 58 (16.1) 224 (62.1) 
Control group 7 (2.1) 16 (4.7) 34 (10.0) 57 (16.8) 217 (64.0) 
Skiing           
Intervention group 4 (1.1) 13 (3.6) 2 (0.6) 2 (0.6) 328 (94.1) 
Control group 6 (1.8) 17 (5.0) 6 (1.8) 11 (3.2) 292 (86.2) 
Swimming           
Intervention group 5 (1.4) 3 (0.8) 16 (4.4) 4 (1.1) 321 (88.9) 
Control group 0 (0.0) 6 (1.8) 7 (2.1) 4 (1.2) 315 (92.9) 
Strength training           
Intervention group 1 (0.3) 1 (0.3) 14 (3.9) 1 (0.3) 332 (92.0) 
Control group 0 (0.0) 3 (0.9) 17 (5.0) 1 (0.3) 311 (91.8) 
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5.3 EFFECTS OF THE INDIVIDUALLY TAILORED COMPREHENSIVE 
GERIATRIC INTERVENTION 
In total, 361 participants in the intervention group participated in the individually tailored 
comprehensive geriatric intervention. Approximately 6% (n=21) of the participants refuced 
and 10% (n=37) died during the follow-up. All participants participated to the CGA and 
near all participants to the physical activity counseling. Approximately half of the 
participants (27% to 60%) participated to the supervised training. Participation to the other 
interventions varied from 21% to 98%.  
5.3.1 Physical activity (Unpublished) 
During the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention the physical activity 
level assessed by Grimby’s scale changed slightly among the intervention and control 
groups (Figure 3). Participants in the intervention group had higher level of physical 
activity than participants in the control group at baseline (p=0.02) and also in years 2005 
and 2006 (p<0.01), but in the follow-up in 2007 the difference between groups did not 
remain significant. 
 
 
Figure 3. Participants’ physical activity level (assessed by Grimby scale) during the individually 
tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention 
At the individual level participants’ physical activity decreased, remained unchanged or 
increased between the baseline in 2004 and the end of the year 2006 (Figure 4). Proportion 
of those participants who increased their physical activity level was 17.7% (n=108). A 
significant increase in physical activity level was seen among those participants in the 
intervention group who had only ADL or light activities two times per week at the most.  
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Figure 4. Change of the participants’ physical activity level (assessed by Grimby scale). 
Proportions of participants who decreased, maintained or increased their physical activity levels 
between the baseline in 2004 and the end of the year 2006 (n=609) 
The supervised strength and balance training in the individually tailored comprehensive 
geriatric intervention was carried out during 2.5 years, and participants in the intervention 
group had the opportunity to participate in the training sessions. About half of the 
participants in the intervention group participated in the training. The participation rates 
between women and men, physically inactive and active women or men did not differ from 
each other (Table 6).  
Table 6. Participation in the strength and balance training presented by sex and baseline 
physical activity level, n (%) 
 2004 2005 2006 
Participants Autumn  Spring Autumn Spring Autumn 
Women (n=257) 103 (40.1) 105 (40.9) 104 (40.5) 96 (37.4) 90 (35.0) 
Inactive (n=99)* 30 (30.3) 33 (33.3) 30 (30.3) 28 (28.3) 27 (27.3) 
Active (n=150)* 73 (48.7) 72 (48.0) 74 (49.3) 68 (45.3) 63 (42.0)
Men (n=104) 38 (36.5) 39 (37.5) 37 (35.6) 32 (30.8) 29 (27.9) 
Inactive (n=26)* 8 (30.8) 8 (30.8) 8 (30.8) 8 (30.8) 7 (29.6) 
Active (n=71)* 30 (42.3) 31 (43.7) 29 (40.8) 24 (33.8) 22 (31.0) 
*Grimby Scale: Inactive (0-1), active (2-6) 
Numbers do not match due to missing values. 
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5.3.2 Mobility (Study III) 
In 2005, the pre-frail/frail participants in the intervention and control groups had no 
significant differences in the ability to walk 400-m independently. During the years 2006 
and 2007 the proportions of participants who were able to walk 400-m independently were 
significantly higher in the intervention than in the control group. All non-frail participants 
reported that they were able to walk 400-m independently at the baseline, and the 
proportions of participants who were able to walk 400-m independently did not differ 
significantly from each other at any of the later assessments, either.  
The effect of the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention on the ability 
to walk 400-m was evaluated for pre-frail/frail and non-frail community-dwelling 
participants between the years 2005 and 2007. Among pre-frail/frail participants the 
intervention decreased the risk of walking disability almost 30% [OR=0.74 (95% CI: 0.59 to 
0.93), p=0.01], whereas among non-frail participants the treatment effect was not significant 
[OR=0.99 (95% CI: 0.68 to 1.42), p=0.94].  
5.3.3 Muscle strength (Studies II & IV) 
Grip strength (Study II) 
The effect of the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention on grip strength 
was evaluated among the 650 participants who had their grip strength measured at 
baseline. The intervention did not have a significant effect on grip strength either among 
women or men. 
Chair rise capacity in physically active and inactive older people (Study IV) 
The effect of the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention on participants’ 
chair rise capacity was evaluated in sex-specific groups and by stratifying the participants 
according to their physical activity level (active/inactive) among the participants who had 
the chair rise test measured at baseline and at least one other time point. Among women, 
33.3% (n=70) in the intervention group and 40.5% (n=70) in the control group were 
physically inactive; among men the corresponding proportions were 21.1% (n=19), and 
29.2% (n=26). 
The individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention had a positive effect on 
the chair rise capacity for women in the intervention group (Table 7, including unpublished 
data). When stratified by women’s’ physical activity level, the chair rise time improved 
only among active women (1.67 seconds (s) decrease). The interventions did not have an 
effect on the chair rise capacity of inactive women or men regardless of their baseline 
physical activity level. 
Table 7. Unadjusted and adjusted effects of interventions on the chair rise test time between 
the years 2004 and 2006, mean differences in seconds with (95% Confidence Interval) 
 Unadjusted p value Adjusted* p value 
Women -1.75 (-2.73 to -0.77) <0.01 -1.47 (-2.41 to -0.54) <0.01 
Inactive women 0.49 (-1.62 to 2.61) 1.00 0.25 (-1.79 to 2.29) 0.61 
Active women -2.10 (-3.69 to -0.51) <0.01 -1.67 (-3.21 to -0.13) 0.02 
Men -0.11 (-1.20 to 1.00) 0.85 -0.46 (-1.49 to 0.56) 0.38 
Inactive men -1.26 (-4.12 to 1.60) 1.00 -1.51 (-4.06 to 1.04) 0.24 
Active men 0.82 (-0.84 to 2.48) 1.00 0.47 (-0.61 to 1.55) 0.39 
*Adjusted for age, Mini-Mental State Examination and Functional Comorbidity Index score 
* Grimbys’ scale: Inactive (0 - 1), active (2 - 6) 
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5.3.4 Mortality (Study II)
The individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention did not have a significant 
effect on all-cause mortality either among women or men (Figure 5) or among those who 
had their grip strength measured at the baseline (n=650) (including unpublished data). 
Figure 5. Survival by the end of 2009 in the community-dwelling study sample (n=700) 
according to group assignment and sex. P-value for the differences between intervention and 
control groups at the end of the follow-up 
5.4 RISK FACTORS FOR MORTALITY  
5.4.1 Baseline determinants (Unpublished) 
All-cause mortality was studied among the 700 participants who were community-dwelling 
at the baseline of the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention 
(Unpublished). A total of 134/486 (27.6%) women and 74/214 (34.6%) men died by the end 
of the year 2009 (Table 8). The women who died during the follow-up were more often 
(p<0.01) living alone, had poorer self-reported health, had greater comorbidity index, 
higher prevalence of coronary artery disease, heart failure, myocardial infarct  and hearing 
impairment, lower MMSE score, more nutritional problems and lower physical activity 
level compared to the women who were alive at the end of 2009. The men who died by the 
end of 2009 had a significantly (p<0.01) higher number of comorbidities, greater prevalence 
of COPD or asthma, stroke and heart failure, lower MMSE score, more nutritional problems  
and lower physical activity level compared to the men who were alive at the end of 2009. 
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 5.4.2 Grip strength (Study II) 
All-cause mortality and grip strength was evaluated among the 650 participants who were 
community-dwelling at the baseline of the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric 
intervention. Low grip strength, adjusted for intervention status, was associated with all-
cause mortality in 4.9-year follow-up. Women with low [HR= 3.36 (95% CI: 1.97 to 5.75), 
p<0.01] or moderate [HR= 2.05 (95% CI: 1.19 to 3.51), p=0.01] grip strength were at a 
significantly higher risk of death compared to women with high grip strength. Among men 
the association was significant only for low [HR= 3.18 (95% CI: 1.64 to 6.19), p<0.01] grip 
strength. 
After adjusting for intervention status and separately for age, MMSE, FCI, physical 
activity level or MNA-SF the association for mortality remained significant for the lowest 
grip strength tertile among women and men. In the fully adjusted (age, MMSE, FCI scores, 
physical activity level and MNA-SF) analysis, the association between grip strength and 
mortality did not remain significant for either women or men. 
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6  Discussion 
This study was based on data from the Geriatric Multidisciplinary Strategy for Good Care 
of Elderly (GeMS) intervention study conducted among community-dwelling people aged 
ǃȱ ŝśȱ ¢ǯȱ The purpose was to investigate the associations of physical activity and the 
effects of the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention on physical 
functioning and mortality.  
The present study showed that the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric 
intervention was effective in maintaining mobility among pre-frail and frail older people 
and in improving mobility and muscle strenth among physically active women. In this 
study, physical activity at mid-life was associated with better mobility in old age. In 
addition, grip strength seemed to be influenced by several underlying factors, low grip 
strength was not independently associated with greater all-cause mortality. 
6.1 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS  
6.1.1 Study design and data 
The GeMS study was conducted in a random sample of community-dwelling older people 
living in the City of Kuopio. In total, 78% of them participated in the study, and 
approximately 6% of the participants both in the intervention and control groups refused 
during the follow-ǯȱ ȱ ǃȱ ŝśȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ	ȱ
study participants. In addition, those living in institutions were also excluded in this study. 
In general, randomized controlled trials (RCT) have highly selected populations with strict 
inclusion and exclusion criteria (Gartlehner et al. 2006, Higgins et al. 2011). People with 
high comorbidity and older age are in many cases excluded from RCTs (e.g. Chan et al. 
2012, Lustosa et al. 2011). The participants of the GeMS study represented general 
population including frail older people. The randomization of participants into intervention 
and control groups was done before the baseline measurements. The groups were quite 
similar according to their background characteristics; for example, the length of education, 
mobility, nutritional status or morbidity did not differ significantly between intervention 
and control groups. However, the study design in some subgroup analyses led to a low 
number of men and the sample should have been enriched among them.  
In traditional randomized controlled studies interventions are usually delivered under 
strictly controlled conditions (Gartlehner et al. 2006). Compared to this, the content and 
amount of this intervention was tailored individually and varied between participants. 
However, the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention may be called a 
“clinical intervention” where the aim was to adjust the model of care and rehabilitation 
according to the participants’ individual needs. In general, efficacy trials determine 
whether an intervention produces the expected result under ideal circumstances, while 
effectiveness trials, which are more pragmatic, like the individually tailored comprehensive 
geriatric intervention, measure the degree of beneficial effect of the intervention in “real 
world” clinical settings (Godwin et al. 2003). 
High participation and low attrition rates increase the generalizability and validity of the 
individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention. Attrition of participants in the 
intervention and control groups occurred mostly due to death. According to Brilleman et al. 
(2010), because deaths occur in both groups, the non-death attrition may cause greater bias 
than death in longitudinal studies like the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric 
intervention. Even though the participation rate was high, the participants of the GeMS 
study were residents of one city and the results can mostly be generalized to this region and 
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other similar regions in Finland. Because of different historical and cultural backgrounds 
the results may not be generalizable to other countries. 
The GeMS study protocol did not include the systematic evaluation of adverse events, 
but there were no accidents during the supervised training, for example. Adverse events 
have been noted to be very rare in previous strength training intervention studies (Liu & 
Latham 2010). 
6.1.2 Assessments  
A good CGA is delivered by a multidisciplinary team and using validated assessment tools 
(Rosen & Reuben 2011, Inouye et al. 2007, Stuck 2011, Wieland 2003). The traditional 
medical assessment alone may not be enough for older people often presenting with 
multiple health problems and impairments (Stuck 2011, Rosen & Reuben 2011). In the 
individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention comprehensive measurements 
with validated tools for all participants were done annually by well trained and 
experienced nurses, physicians, physiotherapists and a nutritionist. The multidisciplinary 
team identified the participants’ care needs and drew up treatment plans. It should be 
noted that the annual measurements also had an influence on the participants in the control 
group, which might have an effect on the results.  
In this study the disablement model was used as a theoretical background also in the 
assessments of physical functioning: physical activity assessments represent the individual 
factors, mobility measurements represent the level of functional limitation, and muscle 
strength measurements represent the level of impairment. The disablement process is 
adapted more easily than ICF to research targeting older people because it has clear 
specifications for each phase of disablement and environmental and individual factors 
which may either increase or reduce functional limitations and disability (Guralnik & 
Ferrucci 2009, Finger et al. 2012, Escorpizo et al. 2011, Escorpizo et al. 2013).  
The mid-life physical activity was assessed in the individually tailored comprehensive 
geriatric intervention using a structured questionnaire. The information was based on 
participants’ recall of the mid-life period, which might be a source of recall bias (Hallal et 
al. 2012). The physical activity patterns might also have changed over this period. The 
modified Grimby scale was used to assess the current physical activity of participants in the 
GeMS study. The Grimby scale has been found to be a valid measure (Grimby 1986, 
Frändin & Grimby 1994), is easy to use and is sufficient because it also takes into account 
domestic activities as part of physical activity. However, the Grimby scale might be too 
rough a measure to discriminate subtle changes in physical activity in older people. Also 
objective measures obviously have better validity than self-reports (Harris et al. 2009, 
Theou et al. 2012b), but questionnaires provides useful details on activity types and 
motives. 
Mobility was assessed both by self-reported and objective measurements. The self-
reported walking ability of the participants was assessed in this study using a structured 
questionnaire. Self-reported walking difficulties have previously been found to be a valid 
measure among older people (Fried et al. 2001b, Sayers et al. 2004). In addition, in case of 
cognitive impairment of participants in the GeMS study, the ability to walk outdoors or 
400-m was confirmed from family members or assessed by study nurses. However, the 400-
m walking ability when used as a dichotomous outcome variable might not be sensitive 
enough for non-frail people. It contained a ceiling effect because all non-frail participants 
were able to walk independently at the baseline, and this assessment may not have 
sufficient discriminative power in robust older populations. 
Objective measurements of mobility used in the individually tailored comprehensive 
geriatric intervention were commonly used also in previous studies and found reliable and 
valid for older people (Steffen et al. 2002, Pohjola 2006, Lin et al. 2004, Berg et al. 1989, Berg 
et al. 1992, Bohannon et al. 2011). The objective measurements of mobility and muscle 
strength such as maximal 10-m walking and chair rise tests performed well by giving 
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discriminative power also for the healthiest and well-functioning participants. However, in 
our study the missing cases in specific measurements decreased the numbers of 
participants in the specific analyses. The proportions of missing cases were 0% to 18% in 
mobility, 7% to 45% in muscle strength and 3% in physical activity. 
The maximal 10-m walking speed test was conducted with a flying start because older 
people might have problems in starting to walk. This also took into consideration the 
participants’ reduced reaction time (Tiedemann et al. 2005). The walking test was 
performed in the outpatient clinic and the test result was missing from those participants 
who were unable to come there.  
Chair rising is a complex test of mobility assessing also muscle strength and muscular 
control (Hamer & Stamatakis 2013). If the chair rise test was missing, participants were 
usually unable to stand up without using their hands or to perform five chair rise 
repetitions.  
Muscle strength was measured in the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric 
intervention using the indirect test of chair rise and direct, commonly used tests that have 
been found reliable and valid for older people (Bohannon et al. 2011 & 2012, Pohjola 2006). 
Knee extension strength test was the test that was most often missing because of 
participant’s inability to rise to the high test-chair or because the participant was tested at 
home. Grip strength has previously been shown to be an easy and simple test (Rantanen 
2003, Sakari-Rantala 2003), and was well performed in this study as well.  
In summary, simple questions of self-rated physical activity and mobility, and clinical 
assessments such as walking, chair rising and hand grip, were more applicable in this study 
population than, for example, the measurement of knee extension strength. Also it can be 
discussed if the 4-m walking test (Cesari et al. 2008) would be easier to deliver in clinical 
work than 10-m walking test.  
6.1.3 Methods of the intervention  
In the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention, all the interventions were 
strictly connected to each other, and it was not possible to determine the effects of different 
interventions, not even in the physical activity intervention, by using the assessments of 
physical functioning. The participants’ nutritional and health status were in particular 
important prerequisites for the intervention effect found in this study.  
The design of the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention seemed to 
be applicable to the pre-frail and frail subgroups and showed benefits of the intervention. 
However, the fact that frailty status was not defined at baseline might reduce the treatment 
effect. However, we were not able to show significant evidence from all of the healthy and 
well-functioning subgroups partly because of the measurements used. This has also been 
realized previously, and healthy groups need to be taken into account in particular because 
they either may not need a comprehensive approach (Rubenstein 2004) or the 
implementation of the proposed plan is not carried out as planned (Stuck et al. 1993, Melis 
et al. 2005). 
In the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention the participants in the 
intervention group had their own plans with individual selection of interventions based on 
their needs. It was previously found that individually tailored programs improved the 
effectiveness of interventions (March et al. 2009, van Stralen et al. 2009, Rubenstein 2004). 
However, the individualized programs may lower the possibility for reproducibility of the 
study.  
The physical activity intervention included counseling and supervised training. 
Individual physical activity counseling (Rasinaho et al. 2011, Mänty et al. 2009) and group-
based training (Wallin et al. 2008) have previously been shown to be beneficial for physical 
functioning when delivered separately. In the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric 
intervention the combination of individual physical activity counseling and group-based 
training gave an opportunity to gather benefits for physical functioning from both 
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approaches. The annual face-to-face counseling was delivered for every participant in the 
intervention group to promote a physically active lifestyle. In the counseling session 
concrete physical activity plans were made together with the participant and 
physiotherapist. Counseling was a process, where it was evaluated once a year how the 
participant had achieved the physical activity goals set. Regular supportive contacts four 
times per year have previously been shown to be effective to improve mobility and muscle 
strength of well-functioning older people (Mänty et al. 2009). Physical activity counseling is 
not easy to deliver for older people with cognitive decline because they have difficulties in 
learning and remembering the new performances (Uemura et al. 2013). Mostly in the 
individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention people with cognitive decline 
had a family member or friend with them, because in these cases other people usually have 
to take responsibility for having the recommendations carried out in practice. The 
physiotherapist also gave a written physical activity plan for the proxy. Counseling once a 
year may not be optimal for older people, especially those with cognitive decline. 
Participants’ functional situation is an important basis to optimize the training intensity 
(Theou et al. 2011). The loads of strength exercises in the supervised training of the 
individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention were tailored at each 
participant’s baseline muscle strength level and were checked every month. The supervised 
training included progressive strength exercises as recommended (Nelson et al. 2007). It has 
previously been noticed that a combination of aerobic and strength training seems to be 
more effective than either form of training alone (Chodzko-Zajko et al. 2009). Aerobic 
training was considered only in the physical activity counseling, whereas balance exercises 
were part of every strength training session at the gym and flexibility exercises afterwards 
at home similarly as preferred earlier (Chodzko-Zajko et al. 2009).  
The supervised training in this study was a combination of guided, structured and 
circuit training, previously noted to be successful among older people (Wallin et al. 2008). 
However, implementation and non-adoption of interventions (Li et al. 2010) are common 
problems in the intervention studies. In the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric 
intervention about half of the participants in the intervention group participated in the 
supervised training. The non-adopters of supervised training in the individually tailored 
comprehensive geriatric intervention were older, had impaired cognition and lower grip 
strength (Aartolahti et al. 2013b). The individually tailored comprehensive geriatric 
intervention was a long-lasting study and the supervised training was offered once a week. 
The intensity seemed to be adequate because it led to positive changes in the participants’ 
physical functioning. Comparable methods with similar findings were reported previously 
(Church et al. 2007, Taaffe et al. 1999, Liu-Ambrose et al. 2010b). Additionally those 
participants with very poor functioning and who were unable to go to the gym had a 
possibility to attend primary health care rehabilitation.  
6.2 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
6.2.1 Association between mid-life physical activity and old age mobility and muscle 
strength  
In this study, those older people who had been physically active at mid-life were more 
likely to be able to walk outdoors and 400-ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ȱ ǃȱ ŝśȱ ¢ǯȱMaximal 
walking speed was also greater among men who had been physically active in mid-life. 
These findings are consistent with previous studies reporting that greater physical activity 
in mid-life may have an independent impact on prevention of disability (Waller et al. 2010, 
Bäckmand et al. 2009, Savela et al. 2010) and maintenance of health (Sun et al. 2010, 
Bäckmand et al. 2009, Chang et al. 2010, Rovio et al. 2005, von Bonsdorff et al. 2009), 
mobility (Patel et al. 2006, Cesari et al. 2005), and muscle strength (Willcox et al. 2006, 
Rantanen et al. 1999c) in old age. For example previously have been shown that physical 
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activity in mid-life was related to better walking speed (Patel et al. 2006, Chang et al. 2013) 
and faster time to complete the TUG test (Chang et al. 2013) in old age.  
In this study community-dwelling older peoples’ ability to walk outdoors did not 
discriminate those who had been active at mid-life from those who had been inactive at that 
time. However, the length of walk brought out a significant association between physical 
activity level at mid-life and probability of walking 400-m independently in old age. This 
finding is consistent with a previous study (Patel et al. 2006). The inability to walk 400-m 
has also been associated with mobility limitations, disability, and increased all-cause 
mortality (Newman et al. 2006a, Vestergaard et al. 2009).  
We did not find a significant association between mid-life physical activity and old age 
walking speed among women, which was contrary to one previous study showing that 
women active in mid-life walked faster in old age (Brach et al. 2003). Brach et al. (2003) did 
not report clearly the measurement used, but it was possibly habitual walking speed, which 
may partly explain the different result. Also, the GeMS study participants were 6 years 
older than those in the previous study of Brach et al. (2003), and the fact that health 
problems become greater with aging (Fortin et al. 2005) might also explain the difference 
between these two studies. 
Muscle strength in old age was lower in women than in men regardless of the physical 
activity level at mid-life not only in this study but also in previous studies (Takata et al. 
2008, McCrory et al. 2009). This can be explained by women’s generally lower muscle mass, 
muscle strength (McCrory et al. 2009) and strength loss at a younger age than in men 
(Hughes et al. 2001, Doherty 2001). Walking speed has previously been found to be strongly 
related to muscle strength of the lower extremities (Cuoco et al. 2004). But even walking 
speed among men in the present study was associated with mid-life physical activity, there 
were no associations between mid-life physical activity and old-age knee extension strength 
in our study. Also opposite findings have been reported, with physical activity in mid-life 
being related to better lower extremity function and greater knee extension strength (Chang 
et al. 2013). However, the participants in the study of Chang et al. (2013) were 5 years 
younger than in our study. Common age-related changes in physiological functions (Lexell 
1995, Lauretani et al. 2003, Hughes et al. 2001, Shimokata et al. 2014) or in health status 
(Fortin et al. 2005) might explain the opposite findings.  
In the present study men who had been physically active at mid-life had better grip 
strength compared to men who had been physically inactive at that age. Among women the 
mid-life physical activity had no association with grip strength in old age. It was previously 
found that physical activity across mid-life was associated with stronger grip strength in 
old age (Dodds et al. 2013). The difference between sexes might be explained by the 
different level of muscle strength (McCrory et al. 2009) and different types and intensities of 
physical activity throughout life (Frändin & Grimby 1994). Participants in the GeMS study 
were born between the years 1905 and 1928. Many of them had low educational level and 
may have had plenty of physical activity related to their manual work, everyday life, e.g. 
taking care of children, but this was not specified in this data collection. Sedentary 
behavior, both work- and leisure-time related, was presumably more uncommon in the 
participants’ early mid-life and probably increased later. For example, greater TV viewing 
time is associated with lower grip strength both among men and women (Chastin et al. 
2014, Hamer & Stamatakis 2013). Even though it is unclear how well self-reported 
TV/screen time reflects total sedentary time (Lee & Shiroma 2014). 
It has been suggested that the level of physical activity can remain quite unchanged from 
mid-life to old age (Hamer et al. 2012). Also in our study the participants who had been 
inactive at mid-life reported their current physical activity as inactive more often than 
active participants. One explanation might be that active people may possibly believe that 
they are still capable of succeeding in physical activities (Hirvensalo et al. 2000b) while 
inactive people are not often willing to adopt a new habit of physical activity (Baker et al. 
2011). 
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Achieving an optimal level of physical activity to reach the positive effects on physical 
functioning (Dodge et al. 2008, Wannamethee et al. 2005, Forrest et al. 2006, Thompson et al. 
2012, Savela et al. 2013) can be challenging for older people. As found in this study, 
physically active older people found physical activity to be more important than physically 
inactive people, mainly to achieve health or pleasure. Physically inactive people motivated 
for physical activity to maintain health, but also the social, psychological and health care 
professionals’ advices were more important for them than for physically active people. This 
result was comparable to the recent study where was reported that older people engage in 
physical activity because of social interaction and management of chronic disease (Capalb 
et al. 2014). Encouraging advice given by health care professionals has a positive impact on 
physical activity (Hirvensalo et al. 2003). Negative or contradictory advice and warnings 
about training lead to overcautiousness even in performing moderate physical activities of 
everyday life (Hirvensalo et al. 2005). In addition, in order to maintain and increase the 
physical activity of older people, adequate outdoor mobility performances and a safe 
environment with accessible entryways are important (Li et al. 2005, Clarke & Gallagher 
2013). This knowledge of motives and perceived importance of physical activity might be 
usefull to motivate inactive older people to become more active. 
The most common physical activities of GeMS study participants were walking, home 
exercises and moderate heavy domestic work and gardening, all of which are easy to 
perform regularly and with different physical functioning status. This kind of light-to-
moderate physical activity was the most common in previous studies as well (Chodzko-
Zajko et al. 2009, Frändin et al. 1995, Grimby 1995, Frändin & Grimby 1994). 
6.2.2 Effects of the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention 
The individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention had positive effects on 
physical activity, mobility and muscle strength. Physical activity level increased especially 
among inactive participants, the 400-m walking ability was maintained among pre-frail and 
frail older people, and the chair rise capacity improved in women, and especially in 
physically active women.  
Previous physical activity counseling interventions have been effective in improving 
awareness and compliance with physical activity in addition to physical functioning (van 
Stralen et al. 2009, Rasinaho et al. 2011, Mänty et al. 2009, Morey et al. 2008). Physically 
active GeMS study participants found physical activity to be more important than inactive 
participants, and it can be assumed that the active participants benefited more from the 
physical activity counseling. One explanation for the greater perceived importance of 
physical activity among active participants is suggested to be that they might believe their 
own abilities to be better compared to inactive participants (Lee et al. 2008). Believing in 
one’s own abilities was previously shown to decrease the psychological barriers to physical 
activity by giving active people more positive feelings during and after training, so that 
physical activity also felt less exhausting (Lee et al. 2008, Myers et al. 2011).  
GeMS study participants had mostly light physical activities, e.g. walking a few times 
per week and gym once a week, which is far less than instructed by physical activity 
recommendations (Nelson et al. 2007). However, it was previously shown that moderate to 
vigorous physical activity of less than half of the recommended frequency (2 to 4 times per 
week) was associated with better prognosis and reduced risk of mortality (Moore et al. 
2012, Mons et al. 2014). The recommendations (Nelson et al. 2007, UKK institute 2013) are 
not clear for people over 80 years because they combine ȱ ȱ ȱ ǃȱ Ŝśȱ ¢. The 
difference between people aged 65 years and 80 years might be great because of the age-
related changes in body organs (Cheitlin 2003, Lexell 1995, Shimokata et al. 2014), and 
increased burden of diseases (Fortin et al. 2005) at higher ages.  
The physical activity level changed only slightly during the individually tailored 
comprehensive geriatric intervention even with the physical activity intervention. Similar 
results have been found in previous studies (deVries et al. 2012, Baker et al. 2011, 
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Westerterp et al. 2001). In the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention the 
greatest improvement in physical activity level was seen among inactive participants. This 
result was contrary to the previous studies where the interventions have not been effective 
enough to stimulate inactive or the most vulnerable older people to become more 
physically active on their own and change their everyday lives (deVries et al. 2012, Baker et 
al. 2011). Our result was encouraging because the greatest health benefits will be gathered 
when physical activity level changes from inactive to light activity (Mons et al. 2014). 
However, the physical activity level returned back to the original when the interventions 
ended and the improvement in physical activity was only temporary in our study as well as 
in a previous study (Neidrick et al. 2012). In addition, because physical activity and 
physical functioning are related to each other (Gustafsson et al. 2012, Chou et al. 2012, 
Newman et al. 2003b, Gauchard et al. 2003, Shah et al. 2012) the physical gains (e.g. muscle 
strength and power) may weaken very quickly after cessation of training (Shimada et al. 
2007). The continuity of training is important, because better physical functioning is a result 
of a lifelong physical activity (Korpelainen et al. 2010, Dodds et al. 2013, Greendale et al. 
1995). Thus there is a need to include physical activity level assessment in every 
examination and to counsel people on the importance of physical activity as a daily routine. 
In addition, interesting and easily available physical activities should be offered for older 
people (Mann et al. 2013). It might be beneficial to improve the effectiveness of physical 
activity counseling by using e.g. text messaging and social networking (Neidrick et al. 2012) 
as a reminder of physical activity, or web-based physical activity programs (Peels et al. 
2013, Irvine et al. 2013). 
Poor health, which is an increasing problem among older people (Fortin et al. 2005), is 
more often considered as a barrier to physical activity (Moschny et al. 2011). Non-frail 
people in this study were more active, healthier, better functioning and had better 
nutritional status than pre-frail and frail people. Active women were also healthier than 
inactive women. The non-frail people were also on average of two years younger than the 
pre-frail and frail participants. The difference in age might be important because both 
frailty and functional limitations become more prevalent with advancing age (Inouye et al. 
2007). Many older people live just beyond the threshold of the capacity needed for 
performance of ADL, and only additional decline in balance or muscle strength can cause 
serious difficulties (Korpelainen et al. 2010). On the other hand, a minor increase in capacity 
may help maintain independence (Korpelainen et al. 2010). If people suffer from a high 
physiological strain such as diseases, it may weaken their belief in being able to carry out 
the activity (Lee et al. 2008). Inactive women found increased training to be too challenging 
and reduced their spontaneous physical activity, similarly to what has been reported 
previously by Westerterp and Meijer (2001). 
The individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention was beneficial for pre-
frail and frail participants, which was in line with the previous multifactorial intervention 
studies (Eklund et al. 2013, Fairhall et al. 2012 & 2013, Li et al. 2010, Nikolaus et al. 2003, 
Monteserin et al. 2010, Rockwood et al. 2003). This intervention might help especially pre-
frail and frail older people to achieve better prerequisites for physical activity, similarly to a 
recent study of Cesari et al. (2014), where it was assumed that CGA-based intervention 
targeting for frail community-dwelling people may allow the implementation of preventive 
interventions before disability progress. Also previous studies with combined nutritional 
and training interventions have been shown to be effective to improve physical functioning 
(Chan et al. 2012, Kim et al. 2012). In addition, recognizing the early signs of nutritional and 
functional problems was possible by the annual CGAs of the individually tailored 
comprehensive geriatric intervention, and the intervention seemed to have a positive effect 
on participants’ frailty status (Kulmala et al. 2014). 
The effect of present intervention diminished among men, possibly because men in the 
control group maintained their chair rise capacity during the three-year period and did not 
decline with age as is usually shown in previous studies (Capodaglio et al. 2007, Auyeung 
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et al. 2014). Physical activity may reduce the normal age-related decline of physical 
functioning (Auyeung et al. 2014), and men in the control group of this study might have 
changed their usual habits as actively as men in the intervention group during the study 
period because they were tested annually. Maybe an annual assessment alone would be 
effective enough to maintain physical functioning of active older people. 
The individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention did not have an effect on 
participants’ grip strength despite the physical activity counseling, strength and balance 
training and other components of interventions. There were no specific exercises for the 
upper extremities in the physical acitivity intervention; the emphasis was in the strength of 
the lower extremities, which should be adequate because lower extremity muscle strength 
is also associated with grip strength (Newman et al. 2006b). Vestergaard et al. (2008) 
delivered a home-based training intervention which had a positive effect on grip strength, 
but it also included strength exercises for the upper extremities. Nevertheless, grip strength 
was suggested to be an indicator of general muscle strength (Rantanen 2003) and associated 
with physical functioning (Legrand et al. 2013), but interestingly, it did not change in this 
study despite the fact that such important components of physical functioning as chair rise 
capacity and ability to walk 400-m independently improved or at least were maintained.  
This intervention did not have any effect on mortality among older women and men. 
However, the intervention included comprehensive attempts to improve participants’ 
health situation and physical functioning. Thus, for example, the beneficial effects on 
mobility obtained with this intervention did not translate into reduced mortality similarly 
as seen in a previous study of a CGA-based intervention in outpatients (Boult et al. 2001). 
However, despite the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention not having 
an effect on mortality among all community-dwelling participants, they may have 
protected the subgroup of frail people from mortality (Kulmala et al. 2014). The 
independency in mobility tasks is an essential aspect of quality of life in old age (Savino et 
al. 2014) and the effects of interventions on mobility might also have an effect on 
participants’ quality of life by maintaining physical functioning and preventing mobility 
limitations. 
In summary, it may be stated that the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric 
intervention was effective on physical functioning among older people. This was a long-
lasting intervention study even in the field of multifactorial interventions and may be better 
than shorter interventions in providing important information about long-term effects. A 
shorter intervention, for example one lasting one year,  might give too positive results 
according to a previous study (The Look AHEAD research Group 2013) which showed that 
the results of lifestyle intervention studies can be magnificent during the first year of 
intervention and rapidly deteriorate over the next years. The individually tailored 
comprehensive geriatric intervention would be easy to implement in the clinical practice of 
social and health care settings. The intervention was beneficial for pre-frail and frail 
participants. However, it can be discussed whether the effect would be even better if all the 
participants were only pre-frail people instead of a combined group of pre-frail and frail 
people. Nevertheless, a few previous studies (Warshaw et al. 2008, Fairhall et al. 2014) 
suggest that geriatric interventions should be tailored at the most frail older people. In this 
study we investigated both pre-frail and frail people, and the intervention was effective for 
this combined group of older people. It is important first to identify the people at risk of 
frailty, functional limitations and disability, and then refer the identified individuals to 
health care services, where a multidisciplinary geriatrics team could deliver the CGA with 
applicable assessments and appropriate interventions. When implementing CGA into 
clinical practice short assessment batteries, tests and measurements are preferable (Graf et 
al. 2010). 
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6.2.3 Risk factors for mortality  
All-cause mortality in GeMS study participants showed that those who died during 5-year 
follow-up had greater comorbidity index, higher prevalence of diseases, lower cognitive 
function, more nutritional problems and lower physical activity level at the baseline than 
those who were alive. This was in line with previously reported findings, where the lower 
cognitive function increases the incidence of mobility impairments (Buchman et al. 2011), 
and together with inactive lifestyle is linked to an increased risk of disability and death 
(Waller et al. 2010). Both cognitive function (Lönnroos et al. 2013, Iwasa et al. 2013), and low 
physical activity  level (Koster et al. 2012, Stessman et al. 2009, Balboa-Castillo et al. 2011, 
Portegijs et al. 2007) also have independent associations with mortality. In addition, 
comorbidity is linked to decreased physical function and increased mortality via the 
disablement process (Cooper et al. 2010), and nutritional risks have also been connected to 
poor prognosis (Strandberg et al. 2013, Ferdous et al. 2009). 
Grip strength has shown to be a strong predictor of mortality in older people (Portegijs et 
al. 2007, Ling et al. 2010, Newman et al. 2006b, Cooper et al. 2010, Hirsch et al. 2012, Cesari 
et al. 2008). Our findings were contradictory by showing that in the fully adjusted analysis 
the association between grip strength and mortality did not remain significant for either 
women or men. In the intervention status adjusted analysis women with low and moderate 
grip strength and men with low grip strength were at significantly higher risk of death 
compared to the participants with high grip strength. We also found that the association 
between grip strength and mortality was weaker among men than women, which was 
opposite compared to previous studies (Rantanen et al. 2012b, Takata et al. 2012, Gale et al. 
2007, De Buyser et al. 2013, Rolland et al. 2006, Takata et al. 2012, Gale et al. 2007, Blain et al. 
2010).  
However, the association for all-cause mortality did not remain significant either for 
women or men after controlling for underlying effects of age, cognitive function, number of 
chronic conditions, physical activity level and nutritional status. The result of our study 
indicates that the independent predicting role of grip strength may not be as strong as 
suggested (Ling et al. 2010, Rantanen et al. 2003, Wilcox et al. 2006). The association 
between grip strength and mortality is significantly influenced by several underlying 
factors as reported previously (Cooper et al. 2010, Cesari et al. 2008, Rolland et al. 2006).  
Grip strength presented in three categories may be useful for clinical purposes to show 
the levels where the risk of death is increased. Older people with low grip strength need 
evaluation of health status and referral for necessary treatments.  
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7  Conclusions 
1. Mid-life physical activity and mobility and muscle strength in old age 
A physically active lifestyle in mid-life was associated with better mobility in old 
age. Men active at mid-life also had better grip strength and walking speed in old 
age. 
2. Effects of the individually tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention 
x Physical activity level was slightly improved compared to control group, 
especially in inactive participants. 
x Self-rated mobility maintained in pre-frail and frail people.  
x Mobility and strength was improved in physically active older women.  
 
3. Grip strength as a predictor of mortality 
Low grip strength was not independently associated with increased 5-year all-cause 
mortality. The association between grip strength and mortality was influenced by 
several underlying health-related factors. However, association was stronger for 
women than men.  
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8  Implications for the future 
8.1 IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH  
1. There is a need for measurement of physical activity in long-term intervention 
studies in a more precise and comprehensive manner, such as using a diary and 
objective measurements.  
2. More detailed research is needed about the ways to motivate inactive older people to 
increase their physical activity. In addition, the effects of physical activity programs 
should be investigated in professional and peer-to-peer supervised settings.  
3. Further research is required to investigate the long-term effects of individually 
tailored interventions on the use of social and health care services. 
4. Further knowledge is needed on the use of grip strength as a routine screening tool 
for older populations. 
5. The number of men was low in the population-based sample of GeMS study. It 
would be important to enrich the sample of men, especially for specific and age 
group classified research purposes in future studies of older population. 
8.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL AND HEALTH CARE  
1. More counseling and regular physical activity for older people 
Mid-life physical activity is an important factor to maintain mobility in old age. 
More attention should be paid to motivating older people to either improve their 
physical activity or to remain active. Pre-frail and frail older people would need 
physical activity counseling and regular professional supervised groups to remain 
active, thus postponing the progression of frailty. Inactive people would need even 
more intensive counseling and supervision than was offered in the individually 
tailored comprehensive geriatric intervention. 
2. More individually tailored interventions for pre-frail and frail older people  
Frail older people should be identified and directed to health care, where it is 
possible to make a CGA by a multidisciplinary geriatric team including a trained 
geriatrician, a nurse and a physiotherapist. Professionals should use appropriate 
screening tests and measurements as used in this study. The geriatrics team should 
also design the treatment and physical activity plan, and deliver individually 
tailored interventions. 
3. To implement a continuous pathway and clear programs to influence the physical 
functioning of older people 
As a basis, this requires a policy comparable to the Act on Care Services for Older 
People, as well as resources to ensure that older people are not only able to live at 
home but also to maintain their physical functioning. Early signs of impairments 
should be identified and lead to interventions. To achieve this target, professionals 
should be more educated and trained in gerontology and geriatric fields. Geriatric 
training programs for physicians, nurses and physiotherapists would be 
recommendable. More basic education for nurses and physiotherapists is also 
needed. 
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